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ooe Member has resigned* why should four 
be elected ? Let him hold elections for that 
single vacancy only.

v t  x rm vzix  wiwft (v& rr) : sea ta r 

eft % f^TT I ,  ’STR wtff wr

t  ?

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. Minister 
has said that the board was not constituted 
at all. Now. this motion is for the reconsti-
tution of that board.

TTtflWm * 5TT^ : fT W ife ^ P r  
^ |  ?

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : There are not 
only Members of Parliament, but there are 
others also. There were changes in regard 
to them also So, the whole board is being 
reconstituted.

10.10 hrs.

. INDUSTRIES (DEVELOPMEMT AND 
REGULATION) (AMENDMENT) BILL
—Contd-

THE MINISTER OF INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT (SHRI MOINUL HAQUE 
CHOUDHURY) : Sir, I have already mov-
ed the motion.

We have introduced the Industries (De-
velopment and Regulation) Amendment 
Bill, 1971 to deal with a situation about 

v; which the hon. Members of this House are 
aware and have frequently expressed concern. 
The spectre of sick and closed industrial 
units has already assumed a threatening 
dimension, bringing in its wake a chain of 

> economic and social problems.

At a time when we are trying to aecete- 
; rate otur rate of growth and reach industrial

find out whether the existing provisions of 
tbe Act could meet the needs of the situa-
tion. While the existing provisions are all 
right to deal with a normal situation, these 
are quite inadequate in the present context

Take, for instance, section 15 of the Act 
under which Government is empowered to 
make or causa to be made an investigation 
into the affairs of industrial undertakings. 
Whereas investigations under this section are 
extremely useful and necessary, they are 
time-consuming and may sometimes enable 
any unscrupulous management to fritter 
away whatever resources are left, with if. Un-
fortunately, under the present Act there aie 
no provisions to take over a concern without 
an investigation even though the Government 
might be having documentary or other evi-
dence to the effect that the management is 
trying to ruin the concern.

Similarly, present provisions do not sec-
ure the long-term rehabilitation of industrial 
undertakings. An industrial unit taken over 
has to be returned to the original owner 
after an initial period up to five years or an 
extended period, but within a maximum 
period of 15 years in all. Thus, a mismana-
ged unit may be set right by the Govern-
ment, but ultimately it has to be handed* 
over to the same unscrupulous or incompe-
tent management.

Apart from these, we have been ooosi- 
derably handicapped in the matter of taking 
over tbe management of industrial under-
takings which, as a result of mismanage-
ment or some other reason have gone into 
voluntary or compulsory liquidation and 
stopped production. There are no provi-
sions under the existing Act to enable Go-
vernment to take over such concerns to keep 
production going.

Simiiary, there is no provision in tbe 
Act to prohibit the institution of any suit 
or other legalprQ ceedingsagaiostaa^ 
taking taken over by the Government. Ifself-sufficiency, these recent developments 

■!' have necessitated some rethinking as to 
what the Government can and shpulddo to 
arrest the trend and reverse it.

We have taken a ciots look at the indus-
tries (Development and Regulation) Act to

decrees v e  obtaieod and assets are attached 
and brought to sale, the industrial undertak-
ing taken over will be usable to recover and 
the very purpose lor whiefe an undertaking 
has been takea owe fey the Q o n rm w t 
m p* fit' fifrytrif;''.
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Under the present Bill, we are seeking 
to deal with such situation;. It is proposed 
to provide certain enabling powers to the 
Government to take over speedily the mana-
gement of industrial undertakings under 
certain circumstances without an investi-
gation. It is also intended to confei powers 
oa the Government to make or cause to be 
made an investigation into the affairs of 
industrial undertakings in respect of which 
proceedings for liquidation are pending 
before a court and production has stopped, 
and also to take over their management with 
the permission of the court. The Bill also 
provides for suspending for a maximum 
period upto 5 years the past liabilities and 
obligations of the industrial undertakings 
taken over by the Central Government and 
also provides relief to them from the opera-
tion of certain laws. In order to ensure 
that at the end of the period of takeover by 
the Government, the industrial undertaking 
does not revert to the same incompetent 
management, the Bill provides that in rela-
tion to the undertaking taken over, the 
Government will have the power to move 
for : (a) the sale of the undertaking at a 
reserve price or higher (Government purchas-
ing it at the reserve price; if no offer at or 
above the reserve price is received), action 
being taken simultaneously for the winding 
up of the company owniug the industrial 
undertaking or (b) the reconstruction of the 
company owning the industrial undertaking 
with a view to, if considered necessary, give 
the Central Government a controlling interest 
in it.

The provisions of the Bill are on the 
lines of the Ordinance promulgated on 1st 
November, 1971. However, some small 
modifications have been effected. The 
circumstances necessitating the promulgation 
of the Ordinance ha*e been already explain-
ed in the statement laid on the Table, and 
I need not repeat them. I have no doubt 
that these amendments to the Industries Act 
which are absolutely essential under the 
present circumstance would he approved by 
this hon. House without any note of dissent.

MR. SPEAKER : Motion Moved:

“That the Bill further to amend the 
. industries (DevetojHnett aad Ibegtdation)

Acvl95i, he tak*» Into coa*id*raiioa\

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : (Diamond- 
Horbour) This Bill, if seen from tbe 
point of view of the worker, is a  classic 
example of the Government's ineptitude to 
that they have thought of penalising the 
poor workers for the misdeeds of the emplo-
yers. In a very recent statement tbe Prime 
Minister made at Ahmedabad, she eaid that 
over 100 mills—I suppose she meant textile 
mills—had closed down due to the mismana-
gement of the employers. Everybody knows 
that they had been siphoning out money by 
concealing the true profits and convening 
the same into black money. Therefore, 
these closures that took place were the re-
sult of the misdeeds of the big employers.

Again I say in relation to the working 
class, this Bill is a retrograde measure. 
Omnibus powers have been given to the new 
managements (1) to declare ail former 
workers and employees as having no right to 
reemployment, (2) to reduce the wages and 
terms of employment, (3) to screen workers 
with regard to their past as old employees 
and (4) to deny workers under tbe new 
employer any right under the industrial law 
of the country. This is all that they have 
made available to the working class in this 
Bill. And a new class of factories will come 
into existence under State management under 
the socialist Congress Raj of Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi, with a new kind of slave and serf 
labour. This will be prohibiting all trade 
union activities. I want the hon. Minister 
to consider whether this does or does not 
hit at the very root of the fundamental rights 
and this will no doubt be struck down one . 
day. It will only prove to be a false things • 
by nullifying the workers' right to wages 
and that the losses and consequent closures 
are due to the workers and not due to the 
misdeeds of the capitalist economy or mis-
management of the working and jriaqnfflf of 
this Congress Government.

But the truth of tbe matter is like this. . 
Will the hon. Minister kindly hear me ? I 
am quoting from a survey report published 
by the Govenment of West Bengal emitted 
Labour in West Bengal 1970. It says 
that out of 65 eases under the heading ptr- 
maneot closure* by causes, finwdal string©- : ■. 
ncy accounts far 25; Jackof ordem, merket 
depression, etc., 8; ttor*e*e of raw materi-
als, 2; gheraa, nil; violence, nil; Others 
roiicellanecw# 9; labour indrtcift] io« 11; and
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: 1 shall quoto from another document 
alto. Closure cases which occurred during 
1970 and continued at on 31st December, 
1970, according to the causes (provisional); 
total number, t66; financial stringency, 38; 
lack dr orders, market depression, etc , 8; 
shortage of raw materials, 2; gherao, nil; 
indiscipline, 38; violence, 1; go-slow, 7; 
•trike, 5; others, 46; miscellaneous, 21. The 
"Others” and * miscelleneous” quite often 
cover trouble within the management and
ownership and other things like obsolescence 
technical methods, etc. As far as strike 
is concerned, the worker must struggle and
fight for his legitimate rights to have a wage 

, to keep himbelf going. If, for that the 
owners are allowed to close down their fact* 
ories under tbe very nose of this Govern-
ment which has been talking a lot about 
socialism, etc., it will be a very regrettable 
thing.

I  now quote from the Economic Times 
which shows that the labour’s responibility as
• cause for closure is not more than 25 per 
cent. A, quick survey by the Economic 
Times revealed that (1) at least a third of
the closed factories suffered from depletion 
Of finances and shortage of working capital:
(2) about 20 per cent suffered from techno* 
logical obsolescence; i (3) about 10 per 
sent each from shorageofraw materials 
bad manageral inefficiency. This means that
labour trouble as a direct cause for closure 
of factories in West Bengal could not be 
Attributed to more than one fourth of the 
Ctuact for the closure of factories.

What are you doing about the fullest 
utilisation of the built-in capacity of the 
industries in the conntry ? You do not 
utlHsemore than 17 per cent at the highest, 
In West Bengal. I think it is still tower. 
You are, on the one hand, keeping the built- 
in capoMcity of the machinery idle. On the 

.otfcw hand, you are importing from abroad 
;:at; a  fabulous cost involving foreign ex-
change. W edooot understand how this 

............f:W,4onef. r

- Then, about West Bengal, I can s*ate 
that the shortage of raw material and steel . 

. has beea cne of the ' mate reasons for do*
:. :-^e*B eogatJld ;a<M got more than .
; requirements W

tett yer . l t  h  Jaarm thai doting tte  ahc moo*

Government's indent or demand for 
and stoaT scrap was 1,23,000 tonnes, Whilst 
they were given only 14,$30 tonnes. So 
imagine it is not more than even nine per 
cent of the total requirements, and you are 
making the workes responsible for ths closure 
of the factories. Your Bill shows how very 
anxious you are to penalise them and see 
that they do not get even the minimum 
requirements for their daily living today.

Similar is the condition of the small scale 
industry : lack of working capital and other 
raw materials. About industrial stagnation.
1 can say this much.

It is the Government that is responsible 
for shielding tbe miscreants in the industry 
in that they have continuously allowed them 
to conceal the true profit of the industry and 
allowed them also divert from that money 
to black money and with that money they 
have allowed the monopolies to create new 
industries and allowed the older ones to dry 
out. You cannot absolve yourself from these 
results. Why do you want to penalise the 
workers for this ? We do not understand 
this. If we talk about misappropriation of 
royalty moneys payable to the Government, 
that runs into several crores. Provident 
fund is money given by a worker to be held 
in trust by the employer. It is a breach of 
trust when a man misappropriates provident 
fund money. The punishment for that— 
Mr. Choudhury is a lawyer and he knows is 
seven years imprisonment. I want to ask a 
categorical question : how manpprosecutions 
have been launched against the employers 
who arc misappropriating and thus commit-
ting breach of trust and misappropriated the 
money of the poor workers.

What about the arrears of ̂  taxes ? Your 
corporate sector is responsible for 92 per cent 
of the arrears of taxes which reached Rs. 900’ 
crores according to the latest report given by 
the Comptroller and Auditor-General. You 
cannot compel them because they are yoxft 
patron saints. Your very existencedepends 
upon their rapport. Therefore, you have to 
go and penalise the worker whenever you 
bring in a piece of legislation.

■ ' Under the guise of a progressive iaeasaePe i 

tbe very forow of progress. Tbeworkfcg
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autf manouvres of the capitalists under the 
very nose of the Government. Then they 
i>aye been allowed moratorium on arrears, 
provident fund, wages, bonus, etc. They 
should be cleared at once.

The 27th session of the Indian Labour 
Conference has unanimously decided : 
' ‘Consequent upon the take over there should 
not be any reduction in employment or 
emoluments nor could there be any adverse 
effect on service conditions and benefits. It 
had also agreed unanimously that the legisla-
tive provisions and Governmental machinery 
for take over should ensure continued employ-
ment and production. Depiste the unanimous 
recommendation of the Indian Labour 
Conference that the decision arrived at the 
tripartite should be fully respected and 
implemented, we find that these decisions 
have been violated and flouted and an 
Ordinance promulgated with a number of 
provisions against the interest of the work-
ing class. Therefore the demand is that it 
be revised keeping in view the recommenda-
tions of the Indian Labour Conference and 
(he demands put forward by the trade 
unions.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA (Alipore) : 
This Bill seeks to give statutory form to the 
Ordinance, At first sight it appeared to 
be a really progressive measure and we were 
inclined to welcome it and support it but 
on closure scrutiny of the provisions of the 
Bill and tbe earlier Ordinance it became 
clear that under the guise of a progressive 
measure actually certain very retrograde 
things are being imported into this. There-
fore it is not possible for us to give any 
sort of blanket or unconditional support 
to this measure as it stands, unless it is 
ameninded in certain vital aspects.

The statement which the Minister has 
made explaining the circumstances which 

. necessitated the promulgation of this 
Qrdinarce, very correctly lays stress 
repeatedly on two or three different 

;':'4Apect*,„ disquieting aspects, undesirable 
aspects, of the feature of mass closures, 
large-scale closures, of factories and unite 
which have been taking place in our 
country for a camiderable time; The factors 
whiflh h* has ffmphasae<t, and with which r 
agiw. are «wt only the lose in jwdtwtfo*

the question of unemployment, the fact that 
a large number of workers running into4 
lakhs were being thrown out on the streets 
and that this unemployment problem, if 
allowed to continue in this way, would also 
in its turn lead to law and order situation; 
He has mentioned all these facts in hit 
statement. He has even drawn particular 
attention to the condition of the industrial 
climate in West Bengal and he has taken 
pains to give the number of factories which 
were affected and the number of workers 
who have been thrown out. Three are 
four times in this he has repeated that 
a large number of workers are involved and 
this necessitates immediate action on 
the part of the Government, so 
that industrial undertakings can be taken 
over in the interests of continued production 
and employment. This point is being 
correctly emphasized here.

Finally, on page 4 of the statement he 
has made out even more explicitly :

“ ...Since the situation of low pro-
duction and un-employment was 
fraught with possibilities of law and 
order and other problems, immediate 
action by way of promulgation of an 
Ordinance led to be taken../’

1 have no quarrel at all with this state-
ment, but when we come to its translation 
into the terms and provisions of a piece of 
legislation, we find that what the Govern* 
ment is concerned with here apparently is 
only the question of production. As far 
as the Bill goes, they have completely given 
tbe go-by to the question of guarantees that 
those workers who are thrown out of 
employment for no fault of theirs, simply 
due to the reckless or wairsical action of 
the employers, have to be taken back into 
employment and that there should be no. 
reduction of employment. This has been 
given a complete go-by without any explana-
tion whatsoever as far as this Bill is 
concerned. I am really surprised at this.

» My bon. Mend Shri Jyotirmoy Basil
has mentioned it, b»t I woold like to repeat , 
i v  I saw 0 p m r  bent f
minute ago, but he is not there jm»w . I  Wtt 
sure you. Sir* will also find tt disttessinf
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, [Shri Indrajit Oapta] 
one Ministry and aaother. Only five or six 
days before this Ordinance was promulgated, 
the 27th session of the Indian Labour 
Conference took ptace in Delhi oh the 22nd 
and 23rd October, and the Ordinance was 
promulgated on the 1st Number. This 
Indian Labour Conference which Jti 
supposed to be a very importance one, 
which was attended by all the representatives 
of all the employers* organisations, the 
Central Trade Unions, the State Govern-
ments and so on, come to certain 
unanimous conclusions which are recorded. 
If Mr. Moinul Haque Chowdhury asks his 
colleague to supply him with a copy of the 
officially recorded unanimous conclusions of 
that conference, he will find there that when 
they discussed this problem of closures, 
they had also suggested that Government 
should come forward with some legislative 
measures. There, they have said quite 
dearly, and I am quoting :

"Legislative provisions of govern-
mental machinery for take-over 
should ensure continuity of employ-
ment and production. Consequent 
upon the take over, there should 
not be any reduction in employment 
or emoluments, nor should there be 
any adverse effect on service condi-
tions and benefits.”

This is the unanimous conclusion of 
the Indian Labour Conference, and five or 
six days later, another Ministry drafts an 
Ordinance, which is now brought forward 
In the shape of a Bill, which runs strictly 
count sr to this unanimous conclusion. Is it 
One Government functioning, or separate 
Governments functioning, independently 
in separate Ministries, we are unable to 
understand. I think there should be 
a little more co-ordination, but the whole 
outlook behind this Bill, as far as the 
workers are concerned, is a completely 
capitalist outlook, if I may say so.

The workers of the closed under* 
takiacs are put onthe same fooling as any

come forward with this extraordinary 
proposition that when a unit is taken over, 
tbe operation of the Industrial Employment 
Standing Orders Act, the Industrial 
Disputes Act and the Minimum Wages Act 
will remain suspended and all contractual 
obligations, agreements, settlements, awards 
and all proceedings in courts and taibunals 
will be kept suspended. That means, any 
agreements or tribunal awards which have 
been in force there relating to the workers' 
wages, DA,etc., can be suspended.

Sections 18FA and clauses (2) to (4) of 
section 18FP are absolutely antiworking- 
class provisions to this extent that while a 
provision is made that the terms and 
conditions for reopening the units will 
be shown to tbe shareholders’ and creditors’ 
representatives and so on for their approval 
and suggestion. While provision is made 
that the High Court before it approves of 
tbe reconstruction scheme, will also solicit 
the opinions of the shareholders and 
creditors, there is no provision that the 
workers’ trade union representatives will be 
even consulted. It is an extraordinary state 
of affairs. We will never support a Bill 
like this containing such retrograde 
provisions and which does not guarantee 
that the workers who have been thrown out 
will be taken back. Rather, there are 
provisions that (he authorised person who 
will be in charge of running the undertaking 
can pick arid choose arbitrarily who will be 
taken back and who will be kept out. Even 
the question of seniority is not put in. It 
gives a free hand to the so-called authorised 
person. Our experience of nationalisation 
of banks or taking over of the management 
of general insurance companies is that in all 
these cases, the authorised persons, whether 
they are called custodians or by any other 
name, have invariably been the very same 
people who were associated with the earlier 
management. The same people who had 
closed down the concerns are brought back 
and put in charge as custodians or authorised 
persons to run the Government-administered

other physical assets. Workers who are
; bumanobeinc* with families and children are 
considered in this Bill to be equivalent to 
a piece of iron or coal or something like 
that! No diffcreoce. I hive not got
tfte time to go into a detailed
examination of the provisions, but t  would 
drtw attcntioo to section iSFB^wfeichhas

undertakings. These people, with their 
mentality and outlook towards the worker*;,' 
will certainty utilise these provision*; which 
I have cited, to their detriment. Aay workers 
whom they do not like can b? arbitrarUy 
kept out.' These sweeping powers hav* been ■ 
given to them. This ia mo« objectionable

■ '4&:c
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\&m&imi9iiai: W# wffl have to vote which enqiries have been oompteted. 'Itosty!''
against these clauses quite definitely. I think it ha* been brought to my notice that the
th^Labour Minister will also be put to a BNR textile mills at Rajhandgaou, Madlhya
considerable amount of embarrassment Pradesh, is closed for months together,
because having brought the Indial Labour enquiries have been completed and reports
Conference to agreed conclusions precisely have been submitted. What does the govern*
oh these points so that these safeguards are raent propose to do about it? Then there
provided, we find Government going back is a concern which is directly
on all those assurances and promises.

After all, this is only an enabling power 
to take over. Certainly it facilitates the 
process of taking over by Government and 
to that extent this is a positive thing. It 
makes it easier for tbe government 
now to take over and it certainly removes 
from the scene any of those technical or 
legal obstaolas and difficulties which were 
preventing such take overs. But I would 
like to know from the government, from 
the Minister when he replies, what sort of 
intention they have at the moment of taking 
over aod whether at least those concents 
would be taken over into which under the 
old unamended Act enquiries have already 
been held. They may not be required in 
the future but in tha past they were required. 
So, enquiries have been held into a large 
number of cases of closure, enquiries have 
been completed and reports have been 
submitted and they are lying with the 
Minister. Some of those companies have 
gone into liquidation and the proceedings are 
pending in some cases. We know very 
well the name of Shri Haridas Mundhra, 
a gentleman who does not have a very 
favoury reputation, who was connected with 
quit* a number of concerns. For example, 
there is Aleak Ashdon, one of the engineer* 
jU«| ■concerns in the western part of the 
country. Then there is Makintosh Burn. 
Such companies have either closed down or 
a n  on the verge of closure and these 
matters have been brought to the govern-
ment's attention long long ago. Now, if this

* !ft»U is it stands* he has sufficient
poversuoder it. , is he really going to 
assure the House that in the case of those 
m ils which are lying closed foraloog time,

‘ units, Which have huge 
government orders, 
wflow: oitojn*

to be .. allowed■, 
mismangod and . ■■■ remain ' :■ -Gtosed;,

connected with Defence orders, the 
Defence Ministry knows about it, oalled the 
Andhra Scientific Company. The owners 
of it were people who were not conn cted 
with industry; they were big landlord!. 
They had too much of money, they did not 
know what to do with it, they invested it 
and set up the Andhra Scientific Company, 
and it has worked on defence orders. Now 
thj laddlord owners of the company, having 
squandered and mismanaged the company, 
have run away and the company is not 
functioning. It has to be taken over, 
particularly in the interests of defence. What 
doas the government propose to do there?

Therefore, I would only say that as fa r , 
as the enabling powers are concerned, to 
enable these units to be taken over, we wei* 
come this B.I1 as a step forward, but we 
would like to have a firm assurance from 
the government that they are actually going 
to use those powers. As far as the other 
provisions which relate to workers are 
concerned, we are completely opposed to 
them. That part of the Bill is completely 
retrograde and the trade unions throughout 
the country are united in their opposition to 
it. So, I would request him to reconsider 
this. A number of amendments have been 
tabled by various members. He should study 
themand accept at least one or two which 
will see to it that the workers’ jobs are 
guaranteed and their terms and conditions 
of service are not changed to their detrf* 
ment and they are also given ft chance to 
have a voice in each particular case of 
restructuring of those companies.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN (Muvattu* 
puiha): S W w r, SJr> rising to
speak on th|s Bill, 1 fed happy and also ;

.. - extremely '.unhappy too.. I ;am feeing happy/,..■ 
because tbegovcrnraeat is assuming ;■ power* ■ 
to faoo the situation whteh hai been ;■ 
bad and totake o v e r ' f
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denialof employment to the workers. This 
is a welcome step and that has been due 
for a long time. I am feeling unhappy 
became in spelling out the purpose and the 
assuming of this power a very major consi-
deration namely, pertaining to the workers, 
has been left out. Secondly, the government 
is seeking powers as much against the 
workers as against the employers who 
havefailed the society. They want 
to take over the units. That is wel-
come, But while taking over the units, 
they want powers also to refuse workers 
the protection of Minimum Wages Act, the 
protection of Industrial Disputes Act, the 
protection of Standing Orders Act and they 
want powers to nullify all agreements which 
are existing as between workers and emplo-
yers. In that respect, I feel rather unhappy.

I would like to ask the hoh. Minister 
what exactly is the underlying policy of this 
Bill. Is it the policy that industrial units 
must be taken over ? Is that the only policy? 
For taking this extra-ordinary step, there 
must be a purpose. What is that purpose ? 
They have spelt out two purposes. One is 
to ensure that the production is not ham-
pered I welcome that. Another purpose is 
to serve the general interests. I welcome 
that too. But are these the only two things 
which are affected when a unit is closed ? 
It not there another section which is very 
vitally affected ? When a concern is closed, 
thousands of workers are thrown out in the 
streets. Is it not the purpose of this Bill 
that workers must be given employment? 
To say that as a result of taking over, the 
workers will also get employment is one 
thing. To say that we are taking over the 
factory in order that workers get employ-
ment is another thing. These are entirely two 
different things. The provision of employ-
ment as a byproduct is one thing. To go 

: ahead with the set purpose of giving employ-
ment to workers is another thing. The diff-
erence lies in the approach to a particular 
problem. Whether you are oonscious, anxi-
ous, solicitous, about the provision j f  em- 
ploym*Qt of workers is the question.

production, the interests of general public, 
mens amorphous, intangible, unspecific, and 
the Government has not chosen to tell the 
country that they are taking over the units in 
order that the unemployment problem may 
be solved. That is a very vital part of it. IT 
they could tell us that the purpose of taking 
over a unit is to give employment to work-
ers and, in order that the workers may be 
given employment on a permanent basis, 
they will have to for the time being under-
go certain privations, denying themselves 
certain rights, that is understandable. The 
worker will understand that. But to tell 
them that we are taking over this unit for 
the general public and for the production of 
certain industrial products and, in order that 
that purpose may be served, the worker who 
is a part of this will have to give up this 
right or that right, is a position which will 
not be acceptable to the worker. It is in this 
manner that 1 approach the problem.

There is another aspect which I am 
not unaware of. That aspect is that 
provision with respect to non-application of 
the Acts specified in the Third Schedule is 
anenabling provision. The provision with 
respect to the denial of the protection of 
certain agreements is also an enabling pro-
vision. That is to say, merely because 4X’ 
factory is taken over under the provisions 
of this Bill, it does not automatically follow 
that those Acts will not apply, ii does not 
automatically follow that the agreements 
will not apply and it does not automatically 
follow that the conditions of service will 
alter. Only if the Central Government noti-
fies, then alterations witl take place. That is 
a factor which I do not understand. 1 have 
moved certain amendments with respect to 
this. 1 would appeal to the hon. Minister to 
consider or to clarify to the House what exa-
ctly is the policy of the Government, what 
is going to be the policy of the Government 
with respect to the implementation of this 
enabling power, whether there will be an 
implementation of it on a blanket basis, 
whether the workers could be sure that wi-
les* it is very absolutely necessary, the law, 
as it is, wiil be allowed to go on or that
there will be no curtailment of the rights 
and privileges,If that assurance i* fourthco- 
mins, then, of course, knowing as I db ^  thiaj 

1 am sorry in spelling out the provisions charac.er of the Government, I  will certafhly
the need for this 6HI* the hon Minis- be in c iM  to  satisfied with the partfcnlw
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Bventben, I do want to underline One 
particular thing. In tbe Third Schedule, 
there are three Acts mentioned, Industrial 
Disputes Act, Standing Orders Act and the 
Minimum Wages Act. 1 do not know why 
these Ao's are mentioned. The Industrial 
Disputes Act is an Act for the purpose of 
ensuring orderly behaviour in the industrial 
units. That is the only purpose. It is under 
the Industrial Disputes Act that a strike 
becomes illegal. It is under the Industrial 
Disputes Act that an agreement, once framed, 
has got a compelling force. If the Govern* 
ment or tbe management, does not want 
that provision, by all means you can have it 
that way. As far as tbe worker is concerned, 
his rights are never protected by these Acts. 
The workers never look to the Industrial 
Disputes Act are the Standing Orders Act to 
protect their rights. He has got his own me* 
thod. His method is strike and when you say 
that the Industrial Disputes Act will not 
apply, illegality of the strike goes off the 
board and he gets his weapon and he may 
use it. Once the factory is opened and thou-
sands of workers are in it, it is not those 
Acts that will apply to him. It is the strike 
which will be his only weapon that will be 
there. And to regulate that weapon, there are 
two Acts. One is the Industrial Disputes 
Act and the other is the Standing Orders 
Act. Whoever might have framed them, they 
thought these Acts need not apply. If that is 
so, anarchy will prevail and the workers 
will have full right to go the way they w<*nt. 
But if you want it, by all means you can 
have it. I have nothing to jay.

With respect to the Minimum Wages Act, 
in the Scheduled Industries which are here, 
most of the Scheduled Industries are indu-
stries which are governed by Wage Boards, 
none by any notification under the Minimum 
Wages Act and that you want these Acts 
Should not apply. My objection to it is one 
of principle. This country in the course of 
the last twenty years ever Since Independence 
by awards and awards, by Industrial Tirbu- 
nals and Appellate Tribunals and by the 
judgments of even by what is now known as 
the retrograde reactionary Supreme Court, 
we have said that no industry which is not 
capable of minimum wages need exist. That 
is the principle. That has been accepted. 
Now/the Parliament of India Is sow being

' ■ ■1 ffowforyw■■■

can be an industrial unit where minimum 
wages may not apply. Now whether that is 
a provision which should be accepted ? It 
would defile the face of this Bill, it would 
defile the face of the socialist appearance 
and the socialist soul that we want to build 
up. It is absolutely wrong. Therefore,
I would still appeal to the Minister to con-
sider and to delete from out of the Schedule 
at least the Minimum Wages Act. If that 
provision is incorporated in it, that will 
certainly be a day of sorrow for the working 
class of India. May be, I, as a trade union 
wbrker, will certainly support this Bill if 
there is a whip but let me tell the Minister 
that every trade union worker on this side 
will support it with a qualm of conscience, 
with an agony, with a great misery in their 
mind, with a feeling that they are commit-
ting a sin. Let us not be forced to do that.
That is the oo ly appeal 1 would make to 
him with respect to that.

One more thing and I have finished. There 
are only two provisions whether when the 
management is taken over, the worker must 
be taken over or not. In the first provision 
at the time of taking over, there is no 
doubt that all the workers will be taken 
over. There is nothing like pick and choose 
as far as that section is concerned, It is 
only with regard to the application of these 
provisions that Government come in and the 
workers will be taken over. I hope when 
the scheme is framed tbe Government is 
given power to decide how many of these 
workers will be taken over and how many . 
need not be taken over. I have nothing 
about it. In the scheme also it is there.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : The autho- 
rised person is given the power.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : No, Sir. The 
position is this. For the purpose of runn-
ing the industrial undertakings,, or exercis-
ing functions of control in relation to the 
concerned part, the authorised person may 
employ such of tbe former employees of the 
industrial undertaking whose services became 
discharged by reason of the winding up of 
the company, etc,

Therefore, the provision first is that such 
of t t e  o* *tt ■; of ; them' who have been ,
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them as may be spedfiedalone wilt be ttfcea » * *  td w ^ b e  o o ^ ^  ia .«*•.. tight,
avmr. Therefore, certainly a scheme can be and protected a t wen.
framed and that scheme will be pat before 
tbs High Court and the High Court will 
(hen give its sanction. The provision in the 
lifli* that notice of the scheme will be given 
to the creditors and the members of the 
company. But there is no provision for any 
notice being given to the trade unions which 
M» affected by this. I have tabled an 
amendment that notice be given to the trade 
onions also, so that the trade unions also 
could be given a say in this manner, so that 
the final decision may bind the tradis unions 
also. But according to the present provision 
in the Bill, there is no provision for any 
notice to the trade unions, and yet the 
scheme can be sanctified and the scheme 
will be binding on the employees. May I 
submit that if the fiiat order will have to be 
binding on the employees, then there should 
be notice given to the employees also, 
according to the principles of natural 
justice ? Therefore, notice should be given 
to the employees also.

As I said earlier, I welcome this Bil* 
because it meets a great challenge which is 
trow facing our country. But I would have 
been happy if while spelling out the 
purpose of this Bill, (he specific -purpose 
of giving employment to the workers had 
been mentioned as one of the purposes, and 
I would have been happy if those provisions 
which are apparently against the working 
classes had not been there. I would appeal 
to the hon. Minister to give us an assurance 
that those provisions are merely enabling 

. provisions and that the fundamental rights 
and claims of the workers will be supreme in 
the calculations of the Government and of 
the authorised person.

With then observations, I support (hit 
Bill broadly, and I appeal to the hon. 
Minister to do his best to dispel the doubts 
and the fears that pome of us are entertaining 
with respect to the object which the Bill is 
aming at.

With these words, 1 support this Bill.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Naws hss 
corns that there is surrender in Bingla Desh 
o;' the entire Pakistani forces. We would 
like to have in the Hous; a confirmation 
from Govrnment in this regard. We are 
very anxious to know about it, as you, Sir, 
also would be equally anxious to know it.

MR. SPEAKER : We have all been very 
anxious to know it, and we have been wait-
ing for this moment. The hon. Minister 
concerned is not here. I think that Govern* 
ment will be the first to inform the House 
of it.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : News has 
come, and, therefore, we are anxious to 
know the correct position.

AN HON. MEMBER: You can summoft, 
the hon. Minister to make a statement. *

♦SHRI. C CHITIBABU (Chingleput): Mr.
Speaker, Sir, I am grateful to you for giving 
me an opportunity to participate in the debate  ̂
on the Industries (Development and Regula*: 
tion) Amendment Bill, 1971. While wel-
coming this Bill, which will enable tiie 
Government of India to take over the,doted 
or about to be closed industrial undertakings 
which are vital for the economic develop-
ment of the country and in consequence of

1 would also appeal to the hon. Minister 
, to consider whether it is in conformity with 

the concept o f  natural justice, that a scheme 
should be framed and got through which iSs
statutorily binding on the workers, without 
giving the tight of hearing to the workers

3 whtie at the same tkne giving the right of
^ bearmg to the creditors and members of the

request the hon. 
|  Minister to consider that the workers are as 

mcuh part of this industrial establishment

which the rigours of rising unemployment^ 
the country will be reduced to a substantial 
degree, I would like to point put cejptâ a 
defkieacies in the BUl, I would also like to 
point out .to. the ho4./MKnw^:

■. not with the iatention of ..picking vh o ^ ,; ’ltw«t:'/'' 
with the intention that ■th#̂
Government wiH he : st«i)gih«Mdi
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Under the existing legal provisions . the 
Government can take over tick industrial 
undertakings, b it they have got to be 
returned to the original Owners after a period 
of 15 years or less. In order to ensure 
continued efficient management of the under-
taking taken over by the Government, natu-
rally the Government have to invent public 
funds to a considerable extent. I wholly 
agree with the Government that such under-
takings in which they have invested huge 
sums from public exchequer should not be 
allowed to go back to the original owners 
responsible for its downfall. But 1 am unable 
to appreciate the attempt of the Government 
to take powers through this measure for the 
sale of the undertaking after this prescribed 
poriod at a reserve price or even at a higher 
price. If it is at reserve price, the Govern-
ment wit! purchase it. But, you know, Sir. 
that there will be vested interests to offer 
very much more than the reserve price beca-
use they know that the undertaking has been 
set right and they will be able to reap consi-
derable rewards from it. Naturally the 
Government, after having invested so much 
public money in the undertaking and exert-
ed all their energies in making it a remune-
rative unit, will not be able to purchase it at 
the reserve price. It is also not given back 
to the owners who had originally set up this 
unit with the sweat of their labour and hard- 
earned money. It will be given to some 
other vested interests. 1 am strongly of the 
view that the Government proclaiming to 
usher in an era of egalitarian society in the 
country will never be able to implement 
this, if they try to get such a power of resale 
trough this Bill. They will only enable the 
capitalism to entfcr through back-door thro-, 
ugh ire-doubled vigour. I would appeal to 
the hon. Minister that he should seriously 
consider what I have said and bring in an 
amendment to the relevant clause in this 
Bitl and d^op the provision regarding the 
power to effect the sale of such an under- 
taking after the end of the prescribed period
lo somebody else other than the original

■ ttatwnetit te-
;' • ' ^ ^ 4 *  tbefact that 497 undertaking* had ;■.

la West v l ^ i a l , . ^ r | i ^ ; - - :
■

s i

not know whether the hon. Minister in hit 
reply to the debate will be able to tell the 
house the number of undertakings that have 
been closed all over the country and what 
is the plan of the Government in reviving 
them.

Sir, as on 31.12.1970 in the private 
sector there are 29663 units with the paid-up 
capital of Rs. 2002.5 crores. Out of this, 
the Inspection Directorate of the Govern-
ment could investigate the accounts of 
only 372 units. It is unfortunate that the 
moment the Government on the basis of 
such inspection reports revealing unfair 
commercial practices adopted by the on<ts 
want to proceed with intensive investigation 
immediately under Article 226 of the Cons-
titution such units file writ petitions before 
the Court and the intentions of the Govern-
ment are harassed by such devious means.
1 would strongly plead with the Govern-
ment that Article 226 of the Constitution 
should be suitably amended abridging the 
powers of the High Court to admit writ 
petitions of the units about which the 
Government have made public that they 
have been indulging in malpractices detrim-
ental to the economic development of the 
country.

Here, I would also refer to another 
fact. About two years ago when the Stand* 
ard Motors Co. in Tamil Nadu had been 
closed and when more than two thousand 
workers had been rendered jobless, the Chief 
Minister of Tamil Nadu, Dr. Kalaignar 
Karunanidhi, repeatedly appealed to the 
Ministry here that this undertaking tbould 
either be taken over by the Central Govern- . 
ment or the State Government should be 
allowed to take it over. If this was not 
possible, the Centre and the State could 
jointly run this unit. But the Central Gove-
rnment maintained its stony silence tfil 
some solution was fo u n d in th is  
Meanwhile, out of their own sJondernwo- 

.■ urces, with a view to give some relief to the 
. workers in. acute distress; the Tamil Nadu 
Government used to give. Us. 59 per month; ■ ■ 
to a worker... if. am now feeling why sbaiHd 
*ot the Centt# have come 

■; su ^ a^ ish M M ; ;$*$.; /.

J, 1 rtf vM
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Out Chief Minister, Dr. Kaleigner Karuna- 
nidhi, the Centre could have found out 
some ways of taking over this unit either by 
themselves or by the State Government. 
That would have helped the worker* a great 
deal.

In this context, I would also Kay that 
the teim ‘'inter-connection** in (he Mono-
polies Act is being interpreted in many diffe-
rent ways. Consequently, the Government 
themselves are unable to establish the inter-
connection with 50 Tata firms, and 200 
Birla firms, The Government should take 
this opportunity to amend the Monopolies 
Act also giving specific definition of ‘inter-
connectionM.

II hrs.

From the Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Company Affairs, I find that as on 
31.3.70 3085 firms are under liquidation 
and out of this 1851 units are under the 
custody of voluntary liquidators on whom 
the Government have no control. I would 
request that the hon. Minister 
should change the system of appointing 
voluntary liquidators and if necessary, the 
House will only be too prepared to approve 
the Bill which he may bring forward for 
this purpose. Under the present arrange-
ment, the Government are not aware of vthe 
exact position of the firms under the cus-
tody of voluntary liquidators.

Sir, it is stated that in the interest of 
workers, this Bill has been brought forward. 
But it Is really a paradox for me that the 
provisions of Minimum Wages Act will not 
be applicable to the units taken over by the 
Government. Secondly, it is prescribed in 
the Bill that the Government will take only 
such of the employees back Into service 
which also will be considered as fresh service.
Is it doing justice to the workers ? 1 would 
requestthe turn. Minister that though, lie 
may not agree to the suggestion that the 
Industrial employment ( Standing Orders ) 
Act acd the Industrial Disputes Act should 
be made appitcable to such units, he should : 

that '/''.Vlhe.y;'';MitiiOTWm . 
wa#es■■■' Act /■ .M id - : be iOade applicable ttt 

; thcseunftstaken over by tfee GoveMuneol f. -

In 1967 the Government took a decision 
to nationalise textile industry and in fact a 
Corporation has also been set up in tile 
public sector. I request that all the textile 
mills should be nationalised.

Before 1 conclude, 1 would suggest that 
instead of selling back such units to some-
body else at a fancy price, the Government 
should retain them under their management 
or they should enable the workers to pur-
chase the shares of such units so that they 
could ruti them under the management of 
workers* cooperatives. 1 would also urge 
that the provisions affecting the workers 
should be deleted from this Bill. With these 
reservations, 1 support the Bill moved by 
the hon. Minister.

SHRI B. V. NA1K (Kanara) : Mr. 
Speaker, Sir, unlike other hon. members who 
spoke about labour, the trade union move-
ment and the workers, 1 am not very 
emotionally involved. The explanation 
could be that my power base is not the 
urban labour power based on industries, but 
basically it is in agriculture. At the same 
time, 1 would, in the wake of speech of 
Sliri Bosu and in anticipation make a specific 
requast on behalf of our jawans fighting 
both in the east as well as in the west tl»t 
as and when you start these industries, urging 
Government to keep a sympathetic eye for 
the ex-defence personnel, whether they come 
from Dacca or from Cbhamb,because we have 
seen the fate of the people who participated 
in the wars in 1962 and 1965, the fate 
of the Emergency Commissioned officers as 
well as the jawans who had been recruited . 
who were completely thrown out and 
disorganised and had not been accorded a 
sympathetic treatment after the wan were 
over.

After this digression, i come back to the 
original subject.

MR. SPEAKER : How did this subject 
crop up ? ■

SHRI B. V. NAIK ; It is in regftrdto 
providing employment in the indostrics to bfe 
tik^n ofer.

■ ^ 1 : ■ ar’i i h a ^ •' •
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employment through >ut ths vtorld. Any wiy, 
it is a good idea.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : They are 
not eve* wanting to keep the existing ones, 
lot alone taking in the ex-service parson nel.

SHRI B. V. NAIK : In regard to 
these sick industries, the definition has been 
given in regard to the industries which 
have been closed for three months. 
I believe that any industry in any part 
of the word, much more in our country, 
which has remained closed for three months, 
is not a sick industry. It is already dead 
and gone. I would, therefore, request that 
the hon. Minister should make out a re-
definition as to what a sick industry is. 
Any industry which is not able to stand on 
its own feet, any industry which is not 
able to make a reasonable amount of profit, 
any industry which is suffering from one or 
other cause, has got to be examined in 
advance, and at the time when it has come 
to dead stop, it has already entered the stage 
of rigor mortis. Because the statistics 
will prove tint in the case of those industries 
which have stopped production, it is a very 
Herculean task for us to start th?m again. 
I therefore do not see any reason why a full 
period of 90 days after the closure of the 
industry has to be given, so that our 
Government comes to the conclusion 
whether it is to be taken over by this 
indirect process of nationalisation and taking 
it over at a minimal cost.

I would also put in a word here 
that as far as the labour policy 
is concerned, namely, the protection 
of the rights for the exisiting workers 
ill any industrial undertaking, let 
its take both from the militant or the 
radical or the leftist point of view as well 
as from realistic point of view, what the

in that industry-merely because certain basic 
protection is not provided can be termed as 
a sort of capitalistic move. The mere fact 
that we are going to give them jobs where 
the jobs do not exist is, in an abundant 
measure, a sort of restoration, status quo 
ante- Therefore, it is abundantly a socialistic 
measure and I am one with the Minister of 
Industries as far as this restarting is 
concerned.

In regard to these industries, 1 have got
two examples. For the last 10 years, the
Government of Mysore lias been trying 
to start and restart the two textile mills, 
one at oulbarga and the other at HubJi. 
These textile mills have been in existence 
since the indusrrial revolution in this country 
for past 100 years and more. But for the 
last 10 years, the State Government of My-
sore has borne more than Rs. 2^ crores,
and I must say sadly that they have not
been able to solve even the elementary 
problems of having been able to give a sort of 
assured employment to the people there. 
There have been colossal failures. I request 
that the Minister of Industries should look 
into this.

Then, if it is a question that the Govern* 
ment should not run these industries and if 
the workers themselves can run them with 
workers' participation I think the Industries 
Minister should be in a position to seb that 
this opportunity is given first to the workers 
and the workers’ representative to start the 
industries. Then, in the context of our 
Indian realities*- may be there is need for 
research in this field when the sick industries 
are in a sort of debris in the capitalistic 
system, they aie trying to be rehabilitated 
not at the public cost but at the private cost. 
I would, therefore, suggest that particular/ 
in this by win field of sick industrial area, 
namely, ootton textiles and sugar, if we are in 
a position to see that in the existing reality 
black money in this country is somehow 
made to be ploughed into these areas of theGovernment is trying to do. As a socialist 

Government in this country, it is not trying 
to go against the basic rights of the workers 
in any industry. It is trying to provide 
jobs for the jobless, and I think that is an 
?j<J«|Uiae amount of socialism as far this 

' afford. Under 'these ■ 
’v $ rc u n ^ ^  that this eairnest

•ffort to start 4u0 or JOOodd industries 
o f tfais cottfttry and thereby

sick industries, I think form the point of 
view of provision of employment f ^  ti»« 
workers, it wopld be a great service.

I do nut know about the modalities *#4 
therefore 1 do no want to deal at great length 
with this, question. In the mean tinw fhera 
Jsomlyonflpoim regarding the industries m 

;*bi urbanmetropolis. l  lwpe ■ th « ... the hon. ' 
MtaisttrofltuJuwriMbashad a g o o d io o k
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{aM fe Vv Wilikr undertaking is in th e  process o f tiqulda*-
tion before a High Courts or under it* ««p» 

At some of the factories in big cities like ervision, the Central Government may make
Bombay and Madras which am situated right an application for permission for investigat*
in the middleof the cities. I do not know «*« the possibility of restating or
Why Maf&tlals end Ruias and other firms running such an industry. The High Court
should occupy precious land in urban metro- would have no option but to accord its
polis; they have been sitting there for the sanction for such investigation and there*
past hundred years. In the context of urban after if the Central Government comes to
development, in the context of health and the conclusion that there is a possibility
environment, should they not be displaced 
from these areas ? They should be declared 
fit for housing sites, The Industries Minis-
ter should give* thought to their dispersal 
and shift them to Gulbarga or Hooghly, to 
places where there is a cotton belt or sugar-
cane or other commodities. Thus a lot of 
service would be done to the urban popula- 

: tion of big cities like Bombay. Madras, 
Calcutta, Ahmedabad or Bangalore. At the 
same time a lot of service will have been 
rendered to the industries as such.

The Bill is the most appropriate and the 
most welcome: till now we have been trying 
to see that every failure on the part of the 

' enterprise and managment was under-written 
or subscribed and paid for by the Govern-
ment. I think the time has come when pnblic 

: money should not be utilised for tbis-parti- 
cUlarly for the sick sugar industry in U.P. 
and similary all over the country. These 
industries cannot bear the cost of nationals 

; sat ion at tremendous cost to our exchequer. 
They can only bear taken over at si minimal 
post I would reiterate that the period of 
ninetydays would be suicidal for the Go-
vernment and therefore I urge upon the 
Miniver to reconsider the 90 day* period 
and make it not more than the date of 
eloswe.

SHRI B. R. SHUKLA (Bahraich) : I
■ extend my support to the general features of
 ̂ t ^  seeks to replace the Ordina-

nce promulgated sometime ago. It deals 
with three categories of cases. The first is

a industrial undertakings which are in the 
: pitwise oriltuidtttiott in # High Court or
: under its supervision. Tf the Government
i tries to like overate management of such 
, undertaking, It tttay be considered that the

the oouraeof justice or commit contempt of
;V-V ^

of re-starting such industries, such industry 
shall be taken over by the Central Govern- 
ment in the same way in which other indu-
stries can be taken over.

The second category is in respect of 
an undertaking which is run in a wreck less 
manner so that it becomes detrimental or 
prejudicial to the interests of the industry 
itself. It has been the experience of the 
Government that certain owners or those 
who are in control of some undertakings 
are making reckless investments or diverting 
funds to other undertakings or they are 
creating encumbrances in such a way that it 
is prejudicial to the industry concerned. 
This is also a very welcome feature that in 
such a contingency it should be takenover, 
but I am afraid that a certain loophole has 
been left, because if the industry does not 
strictly fall within the conditions contempla-
ted by this provision, it would not be open 
to the Central Government to take it over, 
Therefore I suggest that it should also be 
provided in this measure that whenever an 
undertaking is mismanaged in such a way 
th«t it creates a general situation Of 
unemployment in the country, it should also 
be taken ever.

Thirdly, it has also been provided that 
if an undertaking remains closed for three 
months, it can be taken over. My 
submission is that the industrialists can evade 
this provision by ordering a lockout foe 40 
days, and thereafter they may be inclined * 
to reopen i t  But in these days if in  
important undertaking remain* do*ed for 
60 days, it will result in the unempioymmt 
of thousands and lakh* of workers, creating

' my submissioa is that Jthe^^Owv^rtt^^;'^ 
shotM be empowered to Hfc* over an under- 
ta k t^ to ^



Qov«ran»at«bortd not wait for three inonth 
ia order to step in, but should take over 
«t the appropriate stage.

The fourth welcome feature, which 1 
think is the moat striking feature of thi8 
Bill, is that provision ha) been made to 
enable the Central Government to keep 
undertakings taken over under this Bill 
permanently «fith them. If the Central 
Government takes over an undertaking and 
puts it on a proper footing by making huge 
investments and putting in the necessary 
inputs, and then hands it over to the 
same sick and incompetent hands, the 
Central Government would be acting only 
as a Manager of a Court of wards or 
Taluqdari estates a system which was 
prevalent in this country- So, when such 
an industry is taken over, it should be 
retained permanently under the control of 
Government, and it should become part and 
parcel of public undertakings under the 
Government. I think this is the most 
substantial advance towards the socialist goal 
to which we pay our tribute and make 
references in this House time and again.

There is one disquieting feature in this 
BiH, and that is that a blanket ban is 
sought to be placed on the rights and 
privileges of the working class by empo-
wering the Government to vary, adapt, 
modify or exclude the provisions of the 
enactments included in the Schedule. This 
is a drastic step, and 1 am afraid that the 
executive cannot be given these uncontrolled 
powers as they areliksly to be struck down 
as unconstitutional in « court of law.

Then is another disquieting feature 
which I want to bring to the notice of the 
hon Minister A blanket ban haa been placed 
on the enforcement of all legal remedies. 
This may be prejudicial to the interests of the 
poorer sectionsof society Sug*r Industry is 
a scheduled industry within the meaning of 
the industries (Development and Regulation) 

'///Act- There is a talk that the sugar industry 
is not being run on sound Uses and % can 

under this Act. Laktu 
: ■■-'^4i»***D*efs have supplied cane to the* 

miils aHd there are huge arears ootstanding 
tMcwe-growers 
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during the period of control being taken 
over. So, some modification should be 
made so that persons who have entered into 
genuine and honest transaction! with these 
mills may not be deprived of the money 
due to them.

Taese are the features of the Bill to 
which 1 wanted to draw attention.

FROF. MADHCJ DAN DA VATS (Raja- 
pur : As a Socialist, I cannot extend my 
unconditional and unqualified support to this 
Bill, unless some of the antiiabour provisions 
which are thoroughly inconsistent with the 
unanimous recommendations of the Indian 
Labour Conference regarding the continued 
employment, emoluments and service 
couditions are completely changed. I would 
urge the Industries Minister to ensure that 
he gets for this Bill not merely the support 
of this Parliament but also the support of 
the organised working class and trade 
unions in the country. If that is to be done, 
some of these anti-labour clauses will have 
to be revised and some completely 
repealed.

In the original Act of 1951, them are 
provisions to take over tick industries, but 
there has always been an obligation that 
after a period of 15 years or less, those 
industries which are taken over had to be 
handed over back to those very persons who 
have mismanaged them. I am glad under 
this amending Bill, there are two provisions 
in respect of sick industries which will be 
taken over by Government Firstly, Govern-
ment will have the power to move for th i 
sale of the undertaking at a reserve price : 
or higher and secondly Government will 
have the power to move lor the reconstru-
ction of the company owning the industrial 
undertaking with a view to giving the 
Government a controlling interest m k. The 
House may recall fb** when I had tabled 
a calling attention motion on the ctosureof 
textile mills, I had demanded that certain 
amendments in the existing Ant should be 
made to see that the sick mitts a »  not 
handed over to those who have mismaoged 
h, At thattime, the Minister of Foreign 

Shri
assurance that such an amendment would 
be. brought forward. I  am glad it
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a health centre or sanatorium. When their 
undertakings are sick, they hand them over 
to the Government. At the hands of 
Government, the industries are put on a 
proper footing and their profi'ability 
increases. Then, the undertakings are 
banded back to those who have mismanaged 
them, lam happy that this state of affairs 
will completely change after the amendment 
of the original Act.

One aspect I would like to raise, which 
is very relevant, to the implementation oC 
the Bill. I vyould like to point out that like 
the Constitution Amendment Bill this Bill 
is also an enabling Bill. It only gives certain 
powers to the Government. How the Govern-
ment will utilize those powers is a very 
relevant factor.

tn this connection, let me quote certain 
experiences in connection with governmental 
policies and their implementation. On the 
3th November 1971 an Ordinance was pro-
mulgated for the take over of the indus ries. 
However, when certain important enginee-
ring concerns which are also defence-otien- 
ted, for instance, when Alcok Ashdown. 
Mackenzies, Bharat Barrel and Drums 
Structural Engineering, were closed down, 
not one of them was taken over by taking 
advantage of the power that was given to 
the Government under the Ordinance. The 
Bill is only an enabling one. Will they imple-
ment or utilize the provisions of the Bill is 
very important.

For instance, in the case of Alcok Ash* 
down I will narrate a very interesting inci-
dent. If bq  decision is taken by the 20th of 
this month, either at the Central or State 
teveU this-particular concern is likely to go 
into liquidation. Remember this is an indus-
try which is defence-oriented. Unless prompt 
steps are taken probably that industry will 
go into liquidation.

In ffcis connection, tot » e  tell you that 
even though powers are given by this amend* 
tog Bill there is no proper coordination bet- 
ween the various Ministties and there is fib '.

■ proper coordination.
' Goveromeotsaadi the Centre. So./'-isvell ■ )*&&:■

that you will fail miserably. Therefore, W6 
want an assurance that certain progressive 
provisions of the Bill will be vigorously 
implemented.

In the case of Alcok Ashdown enginee-
ring undertaking the State Government of 
Maharashtra has made a strong recommen-
dation, especially in view of the emergency, 
that this particular undertaking should be 
taken over by the Government. I met the 
hon. Minister of Industrial Development. He 
is very sympathetic towards the workers. He 
said he also wants that the workers should 
not be rendered unemployed, but be pointed 
out bis own difficulty in view of the Bangla-
desh problem, in view of the problem that was 
created by the influx of refugees. He pointed 
out his dififculties and suggested that the 
State Government should take over the in-
dustry. The Stale Government said that in 
that case the Finance Ministry will have to 
come to their rescue. Whereas the recommen-
dation of the Maharashtra State Government 
is that the Centre should take over the in-
dustry, the Minister of Industrial Develop-
ment at the Centre feels that the State Gove-
rnment should take over the industry in 
consultation with the Finance Ministry, while 
the Finance Ministry feels that the Ministry 
of Industrial Development should do the job. 
This is how the coordinated functioning of 
the three Ministries is going on. I wish they 
will coordinate their activities. Fortunately 
or unfortunately, the State Government and 
the Central Government in this particular 
case belong to the same party. In spite of 
that, there is no coordination. Therefore, I 
would very much urge that in the interests 
of industrial development, in the interests 
of defence production, in the interests of 
trade unions and the employment of labour, 
they should look into the matter and ensure 
that on the 20th December this important 
engineering concern does not go into liquida-
tion. That will be a test case of the imple- 
mentation of the powers which were given to 
government under this Bill.

Here I would like to make a reference 
to the closure of textile mills. We feel that 
tbe sections of this Bill are quite enough and 
no further enlargement is needed ; enough 
powers aw there but they must he prdfreriy 
«wed. In ttj* ease of tb» textile industry we

been creating a scare of artffidalscaroi, 
ty of cotton and they trying to ptt«t&i»c
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the government through block-closures to 
see that they agree to import a large quan-
tity of cotton, a strategy by which they want 
to pressurize the government to bring down 
the indigenous price of cotton. If the indige-
nous price of cotton comes down then their 
margin of profit will go up. That is why they 
are pressurising the government. I feel that 
this is a conspiracy oa the part of the textile 
magnates. Therefore, the provisions of this 
Bill should be utilized in such a manner that 
the textile mill owners who have been res-
ponsible for this misconduct and block-clo-
sures should be treated as guilty of misbeha-
ving with the working classes and harming 
the national interests. When such industrial 
units are taken over under the provisions of 
this Bill, they should not afterwards be han-
ded over to those people who are responsi-
ble for mismanaging the industry.

I do not want to spend much time on 
whatever thiugs hav<j already been said. I 
would once moro repo it that while the 
progressive provisions of thi Bill should be 
properly utilised, all anti-labour provisions 
of the Bill which are inconsistent with the 
recommsnda'.iont of the Indian Labour 
Conference should be completely removed.

One hon. Member pointed out over here 
in the name of rural population that the 
urban area people should take note of the 
problems of rural areas and, he said, that 
we should not insist about minimum 
wages, various facilities and security about 
emoluments. Let me point out to the hon. 
Member that if you are not prepared to 
assure the security of employment and emo-
luments, then the Oovemment has no busi-
ness to run the industries at all. What 
even the most retrograde awards have said, 
how those who profess in the name of 
socialism are rejecting by coming forward 
With a plea that no security need be offered, 
nip minimum wages clause should be res-
pected and no security of continued employ- 
meat should be there, I shudder to think 
about the socialist character of these so 
catted socialist Members.

With these reservations and with them
qualification^ we wUl support the pfogfeft-
siv* features and aspects ofthe Bill and, at 

vigorously, oppose all
aJttHabow if

sions are pressed for vote, my party will 
be forced to vote against the provisions 
which are anti-labour.
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SHRI VIRENBRA AGARWAL
■ (Moradabad): Mr, Speaker, Sir, 1 rapport the

,-; objectives «s contained to this Bill. But the
in the present form, will simply perpe-

tuate industrial stagnation,unemployment and 
price spiralling and it will in no one eerve 

'^d»V;^4a, ;*n^ot.,-:;A*.:

.f.-w -<>««>•• '‘rik*’±**4ii*M .^jeliea#'----iMK;

tenure of wages but this bat not been found 
fn the Bill. It seems that the Bill has got « 
large number of flaws and deficiencies which 
need to be looked into.

Therefore, I suggest, that if you realty 
want a Bill of this kind to serve the objee* 
tive as contained in the Bill, then it should 
really be referred to a Select committee.
The select committee will definitely go into 
these problems and they will see that * 
complete and comprehensive Bill is brought 
forward before the House to solve all these 
problems, to foster industrial revival and to 
relieve unemployment.

We, as a nation, are determined to 
meet the challenge posed by the twin requi* 
rements of defence and development.

The rigours of Mr. Chavan’s mini- 
budget, the cuts in foreign aid, the multiple 
strains of tbe war, and the expected cost 
of putting Bangla Desh on its feet, have all 
been taken up in the right perspective.

Tbe impact of the war on tbe economy 
cannot be considered a temporary pheno* 
mena but this will actually be felt when 
the war is over. Defence preparedness 
necessarily implies as to whether the. eco-
nomy is capable enough to shoulder the 
losses incurred in tbe war. To win a war, 
it is imparative that production and savings 
are maximised and prioe-stability becomes 
a matter of faith not to the ooa«umers 
alone bat to the trading community.

JLepid industrialisation or industrial : 
growth at the rate of 20 per cent', as against
1.5 per cent in the current year, appears 
to me to be the lasting solution for laying 
the foundations of a suond and self-reliant ' 
economy.

Since Mr. Moinul Haque Ghoudhtirf 
assumed* charge, the Government deserves 
to be congratulated for applying ita mind 
to the problems of industria) growth, 
Relaxation in the licensing policy is « i  Hidi.

; cation in which direction the <toveriime*tt 
it thinking, th is  Bill Is soother test*** 
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naive to hopethat industrial revival could 
be brought about by a mere take over of 
closed mismanaged units. The Government 
must analyse the reasons why such a large 
cumber of units are closed down. And, 
if we try to define 'mismanagement* it 
appears to me that the entire public sector 
in the country fall under the category of 
sick or mismanaged units. We should 
better realise this when we talk about mis- 
tnanagenent and sick units. The reasons 
due to which these units are closed and 
there is this type of industrial stagnation 
are due to certain factors. I would like 
to enumerate a few factors. Of course, 
these are well-known to the Government 
and to the people. These are :

0 ) Credit squeeze following the noti-
fication of banks ;

(2) Scarcity of raw materials ;

(3) Recurring labour troubles

(4) Delays in licenses;

(5) Adverse fiscal policy ; and

(«) Shdrt-fal! in public sector 
mcnts.

invest-

These are the six basic reasons which
are largeiy responsible for the industrial 
stagnation in the country today. If you 
analyse only one aspect, you will find that 
in 1970 alone, nearly 17 million man-days 
were lost, and in West Bengal alone, more 
than 11.5 million man-days were lost, with 
the result that a large number of industrial 
units had to be closed down. This is the 
time when the Government must find 
satisfactory solutions to these very problems 
father than charge the industry that it has 
tone on strike or it is not producing the 
desired results. At the moment, there are 
more' than 24 units closed down in the

already given the figures given by the West 
Bengal Government.

SHRI VIRENDRA AGARWAL : While 
considering to the Bill, generally we say so 
many things on principles, but when it 
comes to the implementation of the Bill, 
we should see that we do not take over such 
units as are not viable, for otherwise, Govern* 
ment will have to incur heavy losses from 
the exchequer. I understand that the 
Maharashtra Government are spending at 
the moment more than Rs. 19 crores 
every year to keep the 13 textile mills 
going. It is equally true that the Union 
Government have appointed a controller to 
manage 23 textile mills, and the Public 
Accounts Committee in their 28th report 
have indicated that these mills have 
accumulated losses from Rs. 16 crores to 
Rs. 26.36 crores after their take-over. How 
long do Government want to continue with 
these losses ? This is a question which 
nobody wants to answer whenever a measure 
of this nature is brought before this House, I 
would request Government to indicate whe-
ther Govrrnment are interested in incurring 
heavy losses from the xchequer and 
perpetuating poverty in this country rather 
than prosperity. Let Government assist 
the units with finances through an Indust* 
rial Reconstruction Corporation, as has 
recently been set up in Calcutta. At the 
moment, while the emergency is on, the 
trade unions which are second to none in 
their patriotism, should come forward and 
have some sort of industrial truce, so that 
we could have maximum production in our 
industrial units. At the moment, the 
people in the country have tremendous 
enthusiasm for playing a constructive role 
in the emergency, but it needs to be 
utilised by such immediate steps as 
eliminating delays in processing the 
applications or expanding the capacity or 
output in all cases. History remembers 
those who act at the r ight moment in  the

country, and if we see the figures which 
have been revealed by Government them- 
selves; wo shall find that in Calcutta 
plone, between January 1 and August, 31, 
ihere were more than 55 industrial units 
Xtosed, and owt. of the ; 55i . 38 ,are perma* ' 
nently closed and they are dosed iaigeljr ■

shortageof raw r o a * e r i a f e , V . . U

national , interest. A growing State 
intervention is a must, but it should be 
positive and it should bring desired 

. results.

SHRI P.M. MpHTA (Bbavnagar) ;
' I welcome thi# measure. But at the same

Govern*
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deprive the workers of their basic rights. take the correct decision of take over this
Today, we cannot Imagine that the 
workers ofany undfcrtakingcduld be deprived 
of their basic rights. They mast have the 
appropriate machinery for the vedressal of 
lbeir grievances If we do not apply the 
Industrial Disputes Act to the undertaking 
taken over by Government, it will lead 
us nowhere and it will ultimately deprive 
the workers of their b;isic rights and it 
will lead to State capitalism. Therefore, 
I oppose those provisions and weleome the 
other features of the Bill.

I would like to bring one example to 
the notice of this Hoi se. My hon. 
friend Shri Madhu Dandavate has already 
pointed out that there is one engineering 
conccrn, a very good engineering concern 
working at Bombay and Bhavnagar, namely 
the AJcocle Ashdowns.

This is a company which manufactures 
engineering structures, railway crossings, 
rail points, shipbuilding parts and other 
things. The whole platform for the 
offshore drilling was constructed by this 
company. Because of maladministration, 
the company has been closed down. It was 
in the hands of Mr. Mundhra. The 
Mundhras are famous for their activities 
and maladministration trater in the country. 
They always mismanage their concerns.

The workers had repeatedly approached 
the concerned Ministry of the Central 
Government and the State Government, 
but they have not got any thing. The 
concern is economically viable. The 
concerned Ministry at the Centre says that 
if the State Government desire to take it 
over, they may. The State Government 
say that it is for the Industrial Development 
Ministry to decide the issue. Now 
proceedings are pending before the Bombay 
High Court. If the concerned Ministry 
here does not take the appropriate step, 
the High Court may pass an order to take 
the company to voluntary liquidation. 
This wilt result in loss in production of 
goods which are vital to us at this juncture.

company.

I welcome the Bill which is a long-felt 
need.

SHRI RAJA KULKARN1 (Bombay- 
North East): The Bill, good-intentioned 
as it is, is vitiated by very bad provisions in 
its scheme which has created discontent 
among the working class. The working class 
had itself agitated and asked Government to 
take the power to take over the closed in-
dustrial units. They have been doing if for 
the last two or three years. Now Govern-
ment have come forward with that power. 
We welcome (he good intention of the Bill 
Government want to take the power to take 
over the management even during liquida-
tion proceedings, We welcome it. Government 
seek power to reconstitute the undertaking. 
That is also a good ptovision. Government 
want power to sell and not give an under-
taking taken over to its original owners who 
had frittered away the assets of the unit. 
That is also a good provision.

But coming to the anti-labour provisions 
of the Bill, we feel strongly against them, 
not only because we are emotionally attached 
to the organised working class, but we feet 
that with these provisions as they are, the 
very objective of the Bill will be defeated.

We have been told that our objective of 
industrial development has been economic 
growth with social justice. The President 
of the nation has said at the 
inaugural address to the fifth Parliament 
that we want that industrial relations should 
remain as important as capital and techno-
logy. But here is a Bill which says or indi-
cates that it is a negation of the very prin-
ciple which was enunciated by the President 
of the country, and it ii a negation of the 
whole labour policy of this country. Thi* 
Bill says that the application of the Mini-
mum Wages Act, the application of the 
Industrial Disputes Act and the application 
Of the employment (Standing Orders) Act

At this time, we cannot afford this. Besides, come in the way of taking over and runn-
it wilt tender thousands of employees and ing these industries smoothly. If the Govern*

.worfcefswbo ate-in parmanent employment ment wants to take them oyer and run them 
out of their jobt. Tbe bon. Minister has smoothly, if the Government wants to run

^ 'of "tlŝ  I tbesi industries which have to be taken .
toi;l i i a . t q : ^ p ^ « '; : : . | t . ^  . prer,ecqnomK!ally, if ;.th*y;.»**,tproodef#



ailed, it cannot be done without the will* 
log co-operation of the working class. Does 
the Minister of Industries expect the willing 
co-operation of the working class without 
the application of those fundamental rights 
©fthe working class 7 If the working class 
is triced to accept this, what does this 
mean ? It mean you are asking the workers 
to co-operate in making the industrial under-
takings a success by asking the custodians 
of those undertakings to deal with the 
workers as they like. The custodian can 
charge sheet a man without holding any 
enquiry ; he can fire a worker without any 
enquiry. That is the meaning of non-appli-
cation of the Employment (Standing Orders) 
Act; without giving any cause, a man can 
be sent out. If there are no Acts like the 
Employment (Standing Orders) Act, the 
manager becomes a boss and he becomes 
another man who has got absolute powers to 
hire and fire a man. The Employment (Stan-
ding Orders) Act at least gives the workers 
that much protection that if a worker 
commits any misconduct, a charge-sheet 
should be given and an opportunity for bis 
explanation should be given, and then the 
discharge or dismissal should be orderd 
after holding an enquiry. If the custodian is 
t6 be exempted from all these powers, he 
holds an absolute power which no working 
class will agree.

11.48 brs.
, [ M r  D e y u r y - S p e a k b r  in the Chair.]

Similarly, there should be the right of 
collective bargaining, where we find that 
the working class should voluntarily restrict 
tts right in the case of essential industries. 
H en is a third category where the working 
lias* is statutorily asked to abdicate its 
rights to collective bargaining. This Is a ne-
gation of the labour policy of this country. 
Therefore, we want the Minister of Indus-
tries toaasore us that he will agree to delete 
tfcit clause namely, clause No. 10. He 
«hou!d not attack the working class. The 

give full co-operation 
for production aod productivity. How can we 
h*v*pr»tfucrtem and productivity when the 
right of collective bargaining the working

■ fljereisnomiinimam

ace not even the minimum, it thee* 4*» no 
eo ^ tiv e  hatgalahig right*, if tt»  tm io*

cannot go to arbftralJon. if the uaioi 
not go for adjudication, If die unions cannot 
go in for an agreement, how otn production 
'in the industry or undertaking be increased?
I want these classes to be deleted, and then 
alone the working class can welcome this 
measure wholeheartedly. Otherwise, it would 
be slavery for the working classes. It is 
only under good employment conditions, 
that the working classes will work. Giving 
the worker a job means it must be a job 
in keeping with the new policy of economic 
growth with social justice and not depriving 
the workers of all the rights which were 
achieved during the last 50 years of the stru-
ggle by the organised working class.

t l  hrs-

SHRI R.D. BHANDARE (Bombay
Central) : This Bill could be divided into
three parts ; first, an undertaking which is 
likely to affect production, affect the inte-
rests of the workers, displace them, making 
them unemployed must be taken over by the 
Government. It is an enabling provision. 
Secondly, if an undertaking is taken over It 
need not be returned to the company or the 
organisation from which it has been taken 
over. So far as these two aspects are con-
cerned, I welcome and appreciate the efforts 
of our Government. It ia a farwafd step 
towards socialism.

As for the third part, the drafting is 
defective. It seeks to abolish, curtail
and destroy the rights of the workers* Yon 
are aware of the fact that ia different States 
there are legislations which seeks to give 
relief to the workers if they are unemployed* 
such as giving them doles. The provision 
that these three Acts may not be made 
applicable is there; standing orders or indus-
trial employment standing orders Act, tip 
Industrial Disputes Act and the Minimum 
Wages Act, This provision is copied from 
the relief measures legislation and i t  put i* 
each a  piece of legislation which is a step 
towards socialist or ^/CgaUtar^;;':«*cj«ty.::; 
What I* the lacuna 7 O r what do these 
Acts seek io achieve ? I what to ask the 
question,

■■'S' i'mdustrWempUQria^
efen^ordenA ctlaco^
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discipline in an industry or not ? What 
does the Government want ? That there 
should be no disciplinary provisions for 
taking disciplinary action? If disciplinary 
action is to be taken should it be arbitrary 
or should it be according to rules of 
natural justice ? What does the Govern* 
ment want ?

The second point is this. If the Indus-
trial Disputes Act is not made applicable. 
What does the Government want to 
achieve ? What does the Industrial Disputes 
Act seek to achieve ? The Industrial Dis-
putes Act first deals with arbitration and 
adjudication.

So, the Government is sufficiently em- 
powered in the case of illegal strikes, but 
in the case of arbitration or adjudication, 
the consent of the Labour Minister is 
required. If the consent of the Labour 
Minister is required, why is such a provision 
incorporated in the Bill itself which is a 
benevolent measure ?

So far as the Minimum Wages Act is 
concerned, I think there is misunderstanding 
or misconception. The workers in these 
Industries which may be taken over have 
fought for their rights and secured what is 
known as fair wage under the Wage 
Board. Therefore, why is it necessary to 
incorporate it in the Bill itself that the Mini* 
mum Wage Act may not be applicable to 
the undertakings taken over. Therefore, it 
is not wise to copy this from somewhere 
else as it mars the very face and destroys 
(be benevolent purpose of the Bill.

With these words, I support the Bill.

SHRI AMARNATH VIDYALANKAR 
(Ctoadigarh) : I support the Bill, but no 
trade unionist can give unqualified support 
to it. Many hon. Members have pointed 
out the undesirable provisions which affect 
tt»de onions and the working classes. In 
oai breath this Bill accepts socialism, and 
tin the next breath it denies the implications 
jdf godfelism to be applied to the working 
dins; I do not understand why ft is pro- 
vidod in Clause 18FB that the Acts main* 
tfcinad ta <Sse would be' suspended.

' that labour.

not know if the Government agrees with 
that theory by putting in this provision. 
This is really a wry serious matter, and 
no one who is a real socialist and knows 
how labour should be treated in socialist 
regime, can accept it. Some hon. friends 
have already pointed out that these laws 
ensure the basic rights of labour and also 
the basic conditions in which the workers 
can wotk. We have always felt that they 
are not enough, but they are the minimum*. 
For instance, if yo*i think that you can in* 
crease production only by denying minimum 
wages, it is a very strange thing. So, I 
think the Bill will get full support of the 
House if the provisions mentioned in Clause 
18FB are removed, and I hope the Minister 
will reconsider it. I am not very sure 
whether the Industries Ministry consulted 
the Labour Ministry on this provision and 
whether the Labour Ministry subscribes to 
the view that these are useless Acts and 
that they impede industrial production. 
That is the implication. Therefore, I hope 
the Labour Minister will use his influence 
with the Industries ministry and the Indus* 
tries minister will take care to see that this 
provision is removed.

Without this provision, I give my full 
support to the Bill.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUECHOUDHURY: 
Sir, I have heard with great attention the 
suggestions and criticisms offered by hon. 
Members from both sides of the House. 
The crux of the suggestion relates to securing 
the interests of labour. This is no doubt a 
paramount consideration and Government 
shares with all the hon. Members the belief 
that whatever is done should be done in the 
best interests of labour who toil hard to 
make production possible in those under-
takings. Government will always keep in 
mind the interests of labour in administe-
ring the provisions or the Act. However, 
when considering the suggestions made by 
hon. Members, difficulties of a legal and 
practical nature arise and they cannot be 
lightly brushed wide. The suggestion* made 
by hon. Members can be dauffted under 
certain broad headings and I am de&Nsf 
with them accordingly.
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thetakiag over of undertakings ' without an 
toquiry and in reconstructing the company 
owning the undertaking, the considerations 
ofcoatkttuity of employment of the labour 
wblcta previously worked in the undertaking 
should be specifically brougbt in, in this 
Bill. There are some legal difficulties in 
doing so. Firstly, this is an amending Bill, 
which has to be within the framework of 
tbe Industries ( Development and Regula-
tion ) Aci and cannot be independent of 
it or run contrary to it. The purpose of 
the original Act as passed in 1951 by Parlia-
ment js to provide for the development and 
regulation of certain industries listed in the 
schedule to the Act. The stress is on the 
development and regulation aspects of 
industries and the employment consideration 
‘has not been speeifically cited as a 
Consideration governing tbe provi-
sions of the Act. Secondly, it should 
be noted that whatever amendments have 
been introduced now are those which arise 
as a corollary to the existing provisions of 
the Act, more particularly sections 15 and 

,18A. Obviously the framework of tbe Act 
being the development and regulation of 
industries, the consideration of a fall in 
employment has not been specifically cited 
in section 15, when such is the case, we 
cannot introduce either under the proposed 
section 18AA or under other provisions of 
)the amending Bill, a specific and explicit 
enumeration of the factor of employment, 
although, i say with reiteration, safeguarding 
of public Interest and securing of proper 
management of an undertaking do include 
infer alia the welfare of the employees.

:l Thirdly, it may also be added that some 
jof ’the provisions of this Act relating to liqui-
dation or reconstruction of companies have 

Cheep! adopted from the cotton Textiles 
f t  Management of undertakings and Liqtrida- 
jtioa or Reconstruction ) Act, 1967.

itself has been repealed so 
%th*t the cotton textile industry as well as 
% other scheduled industries will now tie 
: cov*»wl by the proposed amendment. la

 ̂ Is no
^ ;m«nMoi»::to^nyIt* section* of the oonsi* 

deration of employment M sudx. There is 
also acoostittttiowii rMson for «i£"

%  will lnvite the atteDMon of tbe bon.: 
>tember»toartwte3lA^o^

SHRI JYOTiRMOY BOSUr Sir, on 
a point of order. We see that the Minister 
is reading out from a prepared speech. No 
doubt, that was prepared before he had 
heard us. It is something very strange.
I have never seen it earlier.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDHURYj 
If my intellect is such that I can anticipate 
what you are saying then you must congra-
tulate me instead of being panicky about 
it.

I was referring to article ilA  of the 
censtituiion which provides for taking over 
tbe management of a property, amalgama-
tion of two or more corporations etc. 
but only for a limited period and in the 
public interest or in order to secure its 
proper management.

31. (0  (b) says:

“ the taking over of the management of
any property by the state for a
limited period either in the public 
interest or in order to secure the proper 
management of the property.*'

(c) says:

“ the amalgamation of two or mow
corporations either in the public interest 
or in order to secure the proper mana-
gement of any of the corporat ions, ”

In tbe amending Bill, as well as in the 
original Act, I have referred to, we have 
kept in view the wording of the constitutio-
nal provision. But I repeat, as I have said, 
no public interest or securing of proper 
management of any undertaking can exclude 
the well-being of the labour. I hope no-
body will ask me to go beyond the scope of 
Article 31A and get the Act struck down ft* 
ultra vires, for having provided for exist- 
neoua considerations io taking over tt»  
undertakings. Tfaesedifficttlties have been 
pointed outto us* We have not provided 
for tbi», not becauso goveroment d o n o t
t tndh  iflwpniiMiflft to ! -th*
employ**** hot because we ahotiM not

•'■ ■;aalM
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vUm virts, to theexisting legislation or the 
Constitution and thereby render the risk of 
theseprovisions bsing struck down. This 
does not also mean that in practical terms 
the government will have no interest in main- 

, taining employment in these undertakings. 
Public interest hss been cited as an impor-
tant consideration for many of the decisions 
to be taken by the government under the 
proposed amendments in the Bill. I for 
one can not conceive of public interest 
being considered without the interests of 
labour being taken fully into consideration. 
The interests of labour will have to be very 
much in the mind of the government in 
taking decisions on the ground of public 
interest. Even in practical terms, neither 
the government nor anybody else can secure 
the restarting of the industry or its continued 
production without the willing co-operation 
of labour. Hon. Members can, therefore, 
rest assured that while we administer the 
amended Act we will always keep the 
interests of labour in mind, and certainly 
the employment aspect of it.

Now, a lot of abuse has been hurled on 
the government about............

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Not on 
the individuals but on the class character,

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDHURY 3 
May he, the class character of the Govern-
ment. A lot was said about the suspen-
sion of certain provisions, about the powers 
proposed to be vested with the government 
for notifying the suspension of certain Acts 
for limited periods. They also want to 
make It clear that All the erstwhile employees 
o f the undertaking should be taken back 
Into the undertaking with all their previous 
services intact. It is necessary to appeal to 
the hob* Members to look at this point: 
from a  broader perspective. After all, the 

■'WhM# legislation is to ensure the revivral of 
production, which* would also mean 
concurrently die revival of employment.

: But the process of revival should not be 
iu^pe&d or made impossible by creating 
circumstances adverse to the orderly running 

Unless this doae, the 
long-term iito re tto f labour will not be

of health so that he can once mote earn and 
feed the members of the family, surely, it 
is the duty of all the members of the fara% 
not to do anything that will retard regaining 
of his health. 1 would request the hon. 
Members to look to the proposition from 
that point of view. The spirit in which we 
have to look to the revival of the closed 
undertakings should be very much the

The reason why we have provided  ̂for an 
enabling power to suspend for a limited 
period the operation of Acts is only to 
ensure that once the undertaking re-opens, it 
should be able to run for a period without its 
energies being distrae ed by disputes. 
We have provided for a moratorium 
on all the liabilities so that financially 
the running of the undertaking becomes 
possible. In the same way, a moratoiium 
over disputes is also necessary. If all the 
dues of past and present are to be paid 
immediately, it will be impossible alone tor 
financial reasons to tackle even a fringe of 
the problem. I hope, the hon. Members 
will keep this in mind,

Coming to the question of some of the 
Acts the operation of which will be kept in 
suspension, I may point out that, in fact, 

many of the Acts passed by the State Govern-
ments do contain such provisions. Many 
State Governments including West Bengal, 
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Madhya 
Pradesh and Rajasthan have passed legisla-
tion for relief undertakings wherein similar 
provisions exist. In fact, the ReliefUnder-
taking Act of West Bengal, Kerala Rajas-
than, Tamil Nadu, and Madhya Pradesh 
provide for the suspension of all or soma 
of thr$e Acts we have mentioned in our 
Schedule.

Here, I may point out the Kerala Act. 
In the Kerala Act, it is said, eve where to 
an undertaking the Government has givrtn 
loan not only take-over but even Where loan 
has been given—in that undertaking, tb* 
Government by notification can do fee 
following, namely

,,T™ t , * i'■ * ‘. i
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Government may by notification in the 
Gazette direct that—>

(a) in relation to any relief underta-
king and in respect of the period 
for which the relief undertaking 
continues as such under sub-
section (2) of Section 3—■

(i) all the provisions of the laws
specified in Schedule to this Act 
which involve any financial 
commitment or expenditure shall 
not apply (and such relief under-
taking shall be exempted there-
from) or all or any of such 
provisions shall, if so directed 
by the Government be applied, 
with such modifications(which do 
not however affect the policy of
the said clause) as may be speci-
fied in the notification ;

(H) all or any of the agreements,
settlements, or awarJs made 
under any of the laws specified 
in the Schedule to this Act which 
may be applicable to the under-
taking immediately before it 
was acquired or taken over by 
the Government or before any
loan guarantee or other financial 
assistance was provided to it 
by or with the approval of the 
Government for being run as a
relief undertaking shall be sus-
pended in operation or shall, if
so directed. by the Government, 
be applied with such modifica-
tions as may be specified in the 
Notification ;

(b) during tbe period in which the
relief undertaking continues as 
such under sub-section (2) of
Section 3 any liability or obliga-
tion of tbe undertaking accrued 
or incurred before the under-

The provisions I have proposed is 
nothing more than this and actually a little 
less. 1 can tell hon. Member Mr. Jyotirmoy 
Bosu that this Act came into force by a 
notification of the Kerala Government on 
27.4.68 when, if I am not mistaken, Shri 
Namboodiripad was the Chief Minister of 
Kerala and I hope you will agree with me, 
when he hurls abuses on me and my Party, 
that if these amendments show the class 
character of mine, then, our class character 
is the same as that of Mr. Namboodiripad. 
So, we are not doing anything which is 
extra-ordinary. He is simply playing to the 
gallery.. .(Inter upt ions)

Not only that, Sir, I was telling...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Then 
follow Mr. Namboodiripad in other matters 
also, Mr. Haque Choudhury.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU-
DHURY : The Tamil Nadu Government 
which is under a Party different from my 
Party, the DMK Party, have also thought 
that such a provision is necessary in order 
to give some employment to the people 
where they are not having any employment 
and not to over-burden the State in such a 
manner that they are not in a position to 
take over even one industry. You cannot 
certainly strain ths State to such an extent 
that ultimately by putting all tbe liabilities 
on the State you create a situation in which,; 
the State is not in a position to open even 
one industry. Then, you will say that this 
is not a socialist State. If the States wants 
to give a little succour, then you come and 
say that by temporary suspension you have 
created a situation that you are anti-labour.

As I say it, apart from many of these 
State Government.......

SHRI JFYOTjRMOY 'BOSU. You haw 
misled the House. This. Bill was enacted by 
Mr. K, Damodaran belonging to tip  

taking was declared a relief Congress Party, 
undettaklng itnd any jremc^yfot 

' theeoforcement thereof ShaH be 
suspended and all proceedings SHRI MOINULHAQUECHOUDHURY' 
relative thereto pending before .. But in the Bill .it iewritten that it can be ■ 

: any court,. Tribunal, Officer, or ',Y giwn efifcetto by a  ootificatton and I tow  
■ statutory or authority shallbe : ,,:beeii, '«»tificatioii
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dated 27-4-68 on which date Mr. Nara- 
boodiripad was the Chief Minister. He 
gave effect to a Bill which his previous Chief 
Minister thought was correct and he also 
tho ght that this was correct.. (Interruptions)

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : This is 
bis class character.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOUDM- 
URY : I will ask the hon. Member to read 
the proceedings, 1 spoke about the notification 
also earlier.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : May I just 
submit to the information of the hon. 
Minister one thing ? I am asking one thing. 
Now that these two Acts are being compared, 
may I know whether the Minister does not 
appreciate the fact that as between these 
two Acts, there is a distinction, namely, 

..that the Bill now before the House has got 
the purpose of taking over and converting 
it on a permanent basis as a running 
concern whereas the relief undertakings have 
got the limited puropose of taking care of 
a unit for some time and to give them 
doles and for tbe purpose of giving doles to 
the workers, taking some work back. That 
is the purposte behind that. There is a 
material difference between the two.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOUDHU- 
R Y : According to this Act, it will be 
returned back to the industrialists. So far as 
my Act is concerned, after looking after 
everything, including the labour and 
rehabilitating them, I don’t pecessarilly 
give it back as a prize to the defaulting 
industrialists. I either liquidate it or 
reconstruct it. In some of the cases 1 might 
myself enter and take it over. In appropriate 
cases we may take tbe controlling interest in 
ft. In some other cases, we may give it to 
some other person at a price fixed.

This is again not a blanket provision. 
This is an enabling provision. Govern-
ment win have to exercise its mind and exa-
mine case by case and decide it. It does 
not mean that as soon as this Act comes 
all tbe provisions will be suspended ; iu 
some cases it may be necessary, la some 
<m*s i tm a y  not ^ -n e c e s i^ '. '- i i i  some ;

some modification and adapt** ■ 
iir-'

would like to point out. We haw put 
a further brake. It is this. These noti-
fications will be coming into force only 
for one year. At the end of the year, this 
Government is compelled under the provi-
sions of this Act to again consider the 
matter.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : It can be
extended upto 5 years.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDHURY; 
It can be extended,but its life is not beyond 
one year. At the end of one year, the 
Government will have to consider the con-
dition of the industry and all these factors 
and they will have to decide whether it 
should be extended as it is or *ith any 
modifications as may be necessary. The 
case of the labour can be reviewed within 
that period. Even earlier than one year this 
can be reviewed, within one year it shall have 
to be reviewed under the provisions of the 
Act and nobody can delay that. Therefore, 
to say that these provision* are anti-labour 
is not correct. What we try is to help 
the labour so that they come out of the 
difficulty and impasse. Nothing has been 
done all this time for them because of the 
difficulties of tbe Act and we are now 
trying to remove those difficulties in the 
Act itself. That is tbe position.

SHRI RAJA KULKARNI ; Yon a n  
not replying to my point raised that this 
provision is creating an impression tint 
labour legislation is a nuisance for industrial 
growth.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOU-
DHURY : That is not the idea. 1 will gfe» 
an analogy. An industry may be a bread* 
giver. If that industry is sick of that sick unit 
is to survive* it is the duty of ail tbe people 
in the factory to help its recovery. | t  
should not be taken as a nuisance. Thai 
is not the attitude at all.

SHRI M. RAM GOPAL RKDOt 
(Nizaraabad) : They, on these bench*, 
want to Wll the goose which lays "thfe foldefc

SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOU- 
We jue «**;•> 

wtth respect to labour ; but with wgaid t o ,
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debts doe to the Government and this h 
for a temporary period till the industry re-
cover*. Hon. Members know the financial 
restraints whtch we have with the present 
waron two fronts and our position with 
regard taking over of large number of in-
dustries. As hon. Members know, if we 

. ean have production, there will' be more 
employment ; it is moving in a circle,

SHRI RAJA KULKARNI : Industries 
Which are useful for defence production like 
Alcock Ashdown and Me Kenzies, Bombay 
are not being taken over.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : That is a different question ; 1 
am not on that. I am talking about the 
provisions of the Bill,

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Why do 
you want to penalise the worker for tbe 
misdeed of tbe employer* ? I have quoted 
the figures from the Bengal Government’s 
Survey.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
JDHURY I have repeatedly said that we 
lire not penalising anybody. We are trying 
to rehabilitate the industry. May I ask 
Whom Shri Namboodiripad wanted to 
penalise ? Bid he want to penalise any- 
fcody ?. He had the same good intentions 
to rehabilitate the industry, just as the Tamil 
&*du Government had also the same 

/jtateotkm.

J  PROF. MADHU DANDAVATB : Why 
&MS he quote Shri Namboodiripad as if we 
swjept everything that he says ?

f  MOW HAQUE CHOU-
1DHURY : I have Mid this because this 
Ipoint has been made by hoa. Members 
lod they haverepeatedly said that this Bill 

.:ftaom die class character of the Congress 
party* and that too came from the hoa. 
f ^ b e r  who hbfamgs to the party of Shri 

himself. Thatw as why 1 
. Otherwise,  1./ would not

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATB : We 
have no love for Shri N s t tb o o ^ P ^  :

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU-
DHURY : One hoa. Member had asked 
why we should hand back an industry after 
we have taken it over and reconstructed it. 
Our difficulty is that under the powers given 
in article 31A of the Constitution, we can 
takeover an industry only for a limited 
period.

Therefore, if we take over an industry 
under article 31 A, we can take it over only 
for a limited period, and after taking it 
over, we can resconstruct the company but 
we shall have to part with it afterwards. 
But that does not stop the Government from 
the going in for nationalisation of the 
industry in selected cases, and that cannot 
be ruled out. 1 can assure the hon. Mem-
ber of that much.

One hon. Member said that the power 
for the suspension of the operation o f the 
Act or its provisions is a blanket power 
given to the officer who will be incharge 
of the undertaking. I would request hon. 
Members to look into the provision itself 
and they will find that this power is not 
given to the officer but it rests with the 
Government of India. It is the Government 
of India who will have to suspend the 
operation or do the modification,

A suggestion has been made in regard 
to the sugar industry. As the hon. 
Member himself has said, if blanket power 
is given toihe officer, it would be discrimi-
natory, Again, if We classify only one clasa 
of debt, then ata> it would be discriminatory. 
But in a case of payment, certainly when wt 
decide about lifting tbe moratorium and . 
making the payment, we can take tuch
cases into considemtion.

There is just one more point that has to 
be replied to. It has been said that in the 
case of Alcock Ashdowns, there has not been 
sufficient, .'Coordination '. between the ■
Finance Ministry and my Ministry and the
State Government.

. . ■ f  ;' toijiji 
"̂ v 7 1 ■; ■''To'" ^
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«ad we shaii certainly look into the Matter jections, and the High Court will d o th e  
end decide it  same also, but at the same time the work-

era and their trade anions are studiously
PROP. MADHU DANDAVATE : Will 

it be before 20th December ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU-
DHURY : Ob, yes, certainly. In order to do 
that, we have taken time from the High 
Court, as suggested by the hon. Member 
himself to me; we have asked for time from 
the High Court.

As regards Mackenzies, I had explained 
the position to the hon. Member himself. 
As against the liabilities of this company 
which run to several crores of rupees, the 
assets run only to a few lakhs of rupees.

SHRI JYOITRMOY BOSU : All under 
his supervision. He has a Company Law 
Department. What is the revenue intelligence 
doing ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH-
URY ; I cannot say anything offhand about 
it. These are individual cases and I do not 
have them with me here. But I can give 
this much of information that as far as I 
remember, as against several crores of lia-
bilities of this company, this company has 
assets worth only a few lakhs of rupees. 
Therefore, the case will have to be examin-
ed very closely.

There has been a suggestion that this 
Bill should be tent to a Select Committee...

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : But those 
motions have not been moved and are Aere 
to e  not before the House.

and religiously excluded even from being 
asked to give their suggestions end objec-
tions ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH-
URY : There is an amendment tabled by 
Shri Stephen 1 have already indicated 
that if the wording is charged, I will accept 
it so that workers are also consulted.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : Could I take 
it that we have an assurance that in spite 
of the Third Scheudule being there, that 
being only an enabiling power, the policy 
of Government will be, as far as possible, 
not to implement and to seek exemption, 
unless it is absolutly and inescapably neces-
sary in the interest of the industrial under-
taking and the continued employment of 
the workers 1

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH-, 
URY : I have already said so aad I repeat 
that these enabiling provisions would be ' 
used only when there is an enescapable 
situation. ."1

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The que*
tion is :

"That the Bill further to amend 
the Industries (Development 
and Regulation) Act, 1951, be 
taken into consideration".

The motion was adopted.

• Clause 2—(Amendment o f section 3,)

SHRI tNDRAJlT GUPTA : May I ask MR. DEPUT Y-SPEAKER. There is a n
the hon. Minister to reply to one question amendment No. 27 by Shri Jfyotirmoy ,
which had been raised. Why is it that he Bosu. I am told it is acceptable to Ooiatab
is now raising the difficulties of financial ment as modified. What is the procedure ?
obligations which may have to be taken In to When an amendment laraoved and fc is
account? Why is h that under section acceptable with anamendment, thefeshoukj
1SFF (3) and (4>, it it provided that the be moved another amendment as modified
newfdicme Vhich witl be d iw a  sp h  esch ‘ '• ., with ib* permUwoa ■ <J*i» ,
'em,to*: ***estebUihin*ao industry wtljL be 70a modify aa aa»nd»eat7 Aaoth«r amend-

îbmitt»d»o tbe M eB ^ aod cft>d»tort of ;

.......... ....... .
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Government should study these amend-
ments and decide which they want to accept 
and take action in lime, 24 hours before and 
either ntove an amendment or do some 
thins about it. But this practice has been 
too frequent ; everything becomes ad hoc. 
I would request Government to keep this in
mind.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH- 
URY : Our difficulty is that even today wo 
are receiving amendments,

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The amend-
ment of Shri Bosu has been printed and 
circulated and therefore this should have 
been done in time.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH- 
URY ; They were given yesterday.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I would ask 
Government to take note of this. Shri 
Bosu*» amendment says that after the 
words ‘time necessary’ a period of not 
more than twelve months should be there, 
it is only addition of the period. Govern* 
meat have intimated that this is acceptable 

,4o .them. I will pat the amendment as modi* 
fted to vote.

Amendment made :

Page 2, Line 2 ,-

after "time” insert-

"period of not more than twelve 
mow As” (27, as modified)

{Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The ques-
tion is :

**Tha* «Ia»Me 2, a* amended, stand part 

The motion w v adopted.

Clause 3—Insertion of new section 
15 A.)

MR, DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Now, clause 
3. There are a number of amendments.

Mr. Stephen, Are you moving 
your amendments ?

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : 1 am not 
moving.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I move :

Page 2, line 27—

After “ continued,” insert—

*'Or being carried on the purpose of tbe 
beneficial winding up of the companv,”

(28)

Page 2, line 32—

After “ undertaking,” insert—

“ Or continuing or carrying on the busi-
ness thereof,” (29)

Page 2, line 39-

after ‘'for” insert—

“as expeditiously as possible” (30)

SHRI RAMAVATAR SHASTRI (Patna); 
1 move :

Page 2, line 35—

after "persons” insert—

“other than Industrialists and tbeir 
agenta.” (64)

SHRIJYOHRMOY BOSU : Sfr/fti«* 
aoMe nfrero we can * y  that it is podr 
. drafting. :v Theproposedsection 15 A eetfct 
: trcoftfer power o« the Central ■ Qoverw a t
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to direct tbe investigation in tbe case of a 
company which is being wound up, and tbe 
business of such a company is not being 
continued. Under section 457 (b) of the 
Companies Act, 1956, the Court has power 

•to authorise the liquidator of a Company to 
carry on its business for the beneficial wind* 
ing up of the company. If section 15 A is 
adopted as proposed, then, in 6uch a case, 
where business is carried on under the order
of the Court, no investigation can be directed 
by the Central Government and that will leave 
a large number of companies outside the
purview. Therefore, I press this amend* 
ment.

aft tUMHETR  : 5»TT tfsftsR

sf*3R 64 |  I fsR  sfrrsrfrsff *TT 

v rf rp rw rfT  %tm &rtit f a r  #  ^

% f a t ,  w r  % f a t  

cPTT Z ^ tit  5TR ^ % fa q  w vPR f S

f% STT̂ r 35 *T TOT3T ^  a rm  % 

^ r%  *pfc i *  «*fignR wggr ^  
^sn: tT3fc5 ^  sftf W r srrqf i ftrc

t fp f t t i t  m  w  

fcF*<r tfcEfr fT r̂cr $ t f t t ,  s^rtft'arta 

% f a t

*tr vswfr ^ i^ O  *Pt <?rrf^r *n{t

arpn « rr f^  i v  «nfq^ *f

ttsctt i? ?  sPTfrr •qrgerr f  i 

«fWf t i t  *srt w rf^  i wrar

tfa fa fo  u t  w t  ^

fj, m  w m $  f t  | » 

£ * *  *5cr f t  ?*t*£ |  r  t o r  v t  f?rvt 

i n #  t^row  «i#f f t t r  i 

*f m *  «ru$ | ;. ftr n r

f l | f . w P W  m  m  JfHf ,
w*r

* t  vs* tit v t f  v r a W P m  * i f f  1 1 
* r* n c  w  ? r $  %  v t f s r  3
W T  ^ T T tn n  e f t  ^  W  $  f> T  fo> T  $
< r w  *vt; w ? t  *r *raT i f ’̂ r  

^  I  i v s  f  ’arrgerr |

f r  Jr t  stftspr «t f t  *rra sf arte 'rarar

%  STTC 3 R T  ^  S flfR
5 |> f  §  rrrfsp f i R f t  ^  f ^ f t  SraFTT 

« r m R t  ^ f t  ? >  * F R «sn %  
?rh: «prtnft *r i

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDHURY: 
Sir, I will not be able to accept any of the
amendments. So far as the amendment
of Shri Ramavatar Shastri is concerned, 
he says, “other than industrialists and their 
agents*'. It is so vague. First of ail, if it 
means the “concerned industrialists.” then 
certainly government is not going to make a 
man his own judge. I has never been 
done.”

SHRI 1NDRAJIT GUPTA; All the custo-
dians whom you have appointed up to now 
are the same people. (Interruption)

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDURYl 
The words used are, "industrialists and their 
agents.

Secondly, it is unthinkable for the Govern-
ment to appoint the very men, whose 
industrial undertaking will be enquired into, 
as a member of the enquiry committee. * 
That will never be done.

Thirdly, the words are, other than indus-
trialists and their agents*. I do not know 
what it means. There may be a scientist 
in employment of somebody else. His ser-
vices may be required for technical .assess-' ; 
ment; we shall be prevented from bringing 
him in; sucb a man may not be available 
with the Government. Therefore, it' is not 
possible to accept that amendment.

',«ps«'-flk *' -ir.
 ̂ it is oisly tbe woird industrialist, it ^ba**a^.:'' 
baende& ^ m :V
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art concerned with the undertaking. This
i i  a modification made by Shastriji. la be 
going to object to it ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH-
URY : With regard to the amendment of 
Shri Bosu to section IS A which provides 
for investigation into a company under 
liquidation, it says 'being carried on for 
the purpose of the beneficial winding up of the 
company’. This is redundant according to 
us. When a buainess is carried on when 
ther fully during the winding up or to a 
limited extent as laid down under section 
457 or 487 of tbe Companies Act for the 
beneficial winding up of the company there 
it no case for interference. After all the 
provisions in the Companies Act provide 
air pie safeguards against malafide winding 
up Of the companies and the Government 
do not envisage a situation in which they 
are to prevent the healthy death of some 
companies under) egally justifiable circum-
stance*. If the closure is malafide and unjust i- 
fiable and if the circumstances listed under 
section ISA are there, Government will 
investigate after taking the permission of 
the court. That is the position.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I  shall now 
put amendments Nos. 28, 29, 30 and 64 to

■ vote.

Amendments Nos. 28,29 30. and 64 
were put and negatived.

$£&. DEPUTY -SPEAKER : On account 
Of vary special circumstances, which wiil be 
rntie known to the House in due course, wo 
•feualt keep on sitting beyond 1 O’ Clock.

AN HON. MEMBER : How long?
*

; We do not 
know, we ihail decide that later bn.

f i t :

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Tbe qoes- 
lion ^

“That Clause 4 stand part of the 
Bill.*’

The motion was adopted.

Clause 4 was added to the Bill. 

Cause 5—Insertion of New Action 
18 AA.

SHRI B. R. SHUKLA : I am not moving 
my amendment.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : I am also not 
moving.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I am 
moving my amendments 31 to 37.

SHRI RAMAVATAR SHASTRI: 1 beg 
to move:

Page 3, line 14, for “ three” substitute 
“ two** (6 5 )

*frr siSfoSfe $  tfhrr |

x& t j *  wrf&j i

Sr t  fcr meSrar fcr

^  vTjBnr f  arfa* v r s i w

w i w  i t  s f r  sfrrf ^  ifofrfrfr

l̂ qner i *15

<n€f % sra «r tit '#?■

90 f a f f  m

•‘t s *  c to»e  s t t m  pan or m ** fcw tr tw . f t m  m*t
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X w f t  *&

%l n & iK $ a r im r A 'i  ^  

f t  Tpft *njte*r ssw t s re r  3 ft i

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I beg to 
move—

Page 3, line 4—

fo r  “documentary or other eviden-
ce”

substitute "materials or informa-
tion" ( 31 )

Page 3, line 8—

far  “ reckless” substitute ''impro-
per’* ( 32 )

Page 3, lines 11 and 12—

after “ undertaking” insert *'upto 
its full capacity" ( 33 )

Page 3, lines 12 and 13—

omit, ""and that immediate action 
is necessary to prevent such a situa-
tion’* (3 4 )

Page 3. line 20—

fo r  “ i s "  substitute "may 
be” (3 5 )

Page 3, line 21—

Regarding my amendment No. 3 J ,I ;  
want to say, in section 18AA, the langiutge 
used is “ documentary or other evidence”.. 
These words may be construed to limit 
the power of the Government to look into 
various materials or information. It may 
be contended by interested parties that 
evidence should be such as would be 
admissible in a court. The proposed 
amendment will give greater source to th* 
Government for the purpose of forming 
its satisfaction.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : The powers proposed to be given 
under section 18AA are certain extraordinary 
powers. Ordinary power to take over 
under certain circumstances is already there 
under section 15. Therefore, if section 
18AA is watered down and the provisions 
made the same as that of section 15, there 
may not be a case for the use of the 
extraordinary power. That is why Govern-
ment want to strictly confine the use of 
powers under section 18AA to certain 
circumstances, which we have clearly 
defined. We are not in favour of watering 
down its provisions.

With regard to Mr. Shastri’t  amend-
ment, it is not that Government will be 
required to wait for three months. Govern-
ment can start enquiring into the affairs of 
any unit, whether it is closed or not, if 
Government is of the opinion that it is 
being mismanaged, That power is already 
there. When the extraordinary power is to 
be used, in that case, it is said that if it it  
already dosed for three months, we can 
take It over even without an enquiry. Even 
before that, a company can be taken over 
because if there is an urgency, the enquiry 
can be completed quickly.

fo r  “necessary in” 
to be beneficial to”

Pftge3»line 22—

-: v :

■VS>: : <-v rraVfQwl l  ..
'■L-l'. ..Aw).' ".m* Vittrjv'

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU i Regarding 
my amendment No. 32, i want to My, 

substitute— the word “ rcckless” in law means "grow
(3 6 ) negligence” and leaves out improper

investments, ttoe word ‘reckless* will 
only limit the power of Government. 
There may beinvestments which *re not 
made negligently but may have 

' improper. Hence this amendment.

...
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®fHU MOINUL HAGUE CHOUHDURY ;

power, Even if that meaning is (here, we 
hawe taken it voluntarily on ourselves that 
tb0 general power should not be used in 
eveiy ease. Special power should be used 
jfl special circumstances.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I now 
oometo my amendment No. 33, It is 
accessary that power should be taken by the 
government to take the management where 
the company deliberately does not carry on 
production up to the full capacity of the 
nndertaking. So, it is necessary that it 
Bbould be expressly provided.

My amendment No. 34 says that lines
12 and 13 should be deleted. Otherwise, it 
wlfl considerably whittle down the power 
of the government and that will also open 
the door of challenge in courts of law.

Amendment Nos. 35 and 36 are 
proposed because the Bill indicates that 
government must come to a definite 
conclusion and will leave the door open 
for the court to intervene. Amendment 
No. 37 is self-explanatory.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : X have already given the grounds 
why we should not water down the 
provisions of this section.

MR, DEPUTY-SPEAKER i I will pul 
all tbe amendments moved by Shri 
Jyotirmoy Bosu and Shri Ram avatar 
Shattri to the vote of the House.

Amendments Nos. 31 to 37 md & 
were put and negatived.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The
queafcw ii :

"That clause $ stand part of the BMl"

.,!■ The motion was adopted.

Clause 5 was added to the Bill 

. ; new Chapters

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I find tb tt 
Shri B.R. S huk lais not here. Is Shri 
Stephen moving his amendments 7

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: I am dot 
moving my amendments.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I notice 
from my papers that certain amendments 
which he has given notice of are acceptable 
to government. So, I would have expected 
him to move them. As the presiding 
officer it is my duty to guide and regulate 
the procedings. I would request the 
members and also the Minister to be a 
little more alert and more watchful.

SHRI C M. STEPHEN : I would be 
moving amendment Nos. 20 and 68.

I beg to move :

Page 12, line 13,—

after "company*’ insert—

**,tothe registered Trade Unions, if 
any, of tbe employees thereof** <20)

Page 12, Hoe 19,—

add at the end—

"and the registered Trade Unions, if 
any, of the employees thereof** (68)

SHRI R V. BADE (Khargone) I 
I beg to move :

Page 5, line 34,—

for “entered into a fresh contract of” 
substitute— '

"been continued in’* (24)

Page 6, line 11, —

qfter insert’?- •

' *but before takin*aoy step under
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the workers’ represent atives aad 
whatever modification io the imple-
mentation of these laws specified in 
Schedule III are deemed necessary 
should be first made acceptable to 
them.” (25)

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE
(Hurdwan) : 1 beg to move—

Page 4, line 12—

after “ public” insert—

" or for providing employment to 
the workmen of the said undertaing,”

(38)
Page 4, line 19—

after “ order” insert—

“as expeditiously as possible” (39) 

Page 4—*

omit lines 38 to 40 (40).

Page 5, line 15—

after “part” insert—

“on the security of the assets of the 
company owning the industrial 
undertaking” (41)

Page 5, line 15—

fo r  ‘*and may, for that purpose, 
create” substitute "including” (42)

Page 5, lines 21 to 23—

omit, “on such terms and conditions 
and subject to such limitations or 
restrictions as may he prescribed/’

(43)

Page 5, Sne 30—

Page 5, line 34—

fo r  “ have entered in to a fresh con-
tract of service with the company”

substitute “ be continuing in service 
on the previously existing terms and 
conditions of service with the com-
pany” (45)

Page 6—

omit line 7 to 42

Page 6. line 13 —

omit “(b)”

Page 6, line 14—

(46)

(47)

omit, “settlements, awards, standing 
orders” (48)

Page 6, line 39 and 40—

omit “or of any submission, settlement 
or standing order” (49)

Page 7—

after line 42, insert—

(aa) in the interests of providing etn* 
ployment opportunities or continu-
ing the employment of the workmen

* of the said undertaking, or" (50)

Page 8, line 1— 

fo r  “ prepared” substitute-*

“put into operation” (51)

Page 8, line 40—

fo r  “ and thereafter” ■*#, 
“until” (52) ‘

'Page9,H nelb—

" V , b e n e f i t s ' *  substitute



Page 9, Noe 10— 

qfter "emptopees” insert—

“including doe* on account of provi-
dent fund” (54)

Pate 9, line 20— 

add at the end—

•'which shall be disclosed only to the 
Court and not to any other party" (55)

Page 9—

qfter line 29, insert—

“Explanation-F o r the purpose of 
sub-section (2) to (5), the words 
authorised person will mean the 
Official Liquidator where he has 
taken over as *uch in terms of 
clause (e) of subjection (1).** (56)

Page 10—

after line 3, insert—

“(10) All tbe employees of the indus-
trial undertaking sold under sub- 
section (6) or purchased under fub- 
section (7) will continue in employ* 

meat under the purchaser on the 
existing terms and conditions as on 
tbe date of the sale or purchase as 
tb i ease may be." (57)

Page 11. line 37—

omit “of «feb’» (51)

Page U, lines 38 and 39—

the Central Government 
may specify inthescheme”  (59)

substitute— :

“ not less beneficial to then existing 
terms and conditions0 (fig)

Pages 1! and 12, line 48 and 1, respec-
tively,—

omit “ and to other employee* whose 
services have not been continued 
on the reconstruction of tbe com-
pany" (61)

Page 13, lines 27 and 28—

fo r  “ on account of terminal benefits" 
substitute “of all kinds** (62)

SHRI RAMAVATAR SHASTRI : I beg 
to move :

Page 4, line 14, and wherever it occurs 
ia the Bills,—

after “persons” insert—

“other than Industrialists or their 
agents who may be concerned with 
the undertakings*’ (66)

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I beg to 
move :

Page 5, line 30,—

fo r  "may employ such of the former 
employees*’

substitute**• *

“ «ball employ all of tbe former em-
ployees”  m

Page 6 / line 8,—

omit “ sbtll not apply ©*" (70)

Page 6, lines 13 and 14.—

•r:< :̂ >
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Page «, line 15,—

(tfter force”  /n jf r/—

"other than concemiog workers and 
employee*” (72)

Page 6, line 40,— 

add at the end -

"not involving workers and em-
ployees”  (73)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I would sug-
gest that when hon. Members Speak on
their amendments they should speak on all
the amendments to the clause so that there 
will be no repetition.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATERJEE : This 
clause deals with three chapters and those 
chapters deal with different aspects. So, 
we must deal them chapterwise. There* 
fore, they will be different speeches.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : That is 
irregular under the rules. A member who 
hat made a speech on particular clause 
cannot make a speech again on tbe same 
clause. That would be a second speech. 
Sjo, When be speaks on one clause let him 
refer to all hi* amendments.

*¥ (*r c«r>r): 
aft wk v k s  |  5
sr»prc

/fcr “entered into a fresh contract of” 
stA slitvte  ♦"been continued in”

company owning sucb undertaking and 
every such person employed by the authoris-
ed person shall be deemed to have entered 
into a fresh contract of service of the 
company.”

*TT «frft tft If fWRT: V Q tt'X

f*F W T  spt fare IT *1% SRTSjffff % 

srranr, AN*-

fa f t f t  $***, srrM?ff

<p* fnrrcgr fpr

t o t  1 1  *pfs*TTf «rrf,

f to r  % i

f?r2t $ ’̂TT̂cTT if far f e  %■ art 
v p t  t k  w * i t  arm ?rt f r o #  srfSrer

\ nfftft 

VTVR W  f t f t  w v t  w  5FW> 

k & n  i aft w rawr 

t ,  f?r% ^crrw r c y

« * » i

*rert«r«f *f —

“ Page 6, line 11,—

after “order” insetr—

"but before taking any step under scb$* 
dule 111 specified, tbe management should 
hold negotiations with the workers’ repre-
sentatives and whateves modification in the 
implementation of there law* specified in

“For thepurpose of running the indus-
trial undertaking, or exercising functions 
ofcontroHn rel«tion to the coacernedpart, '

. jainLiii.ljmjlj_r hlk+ ^ >̂11*4 '- ' •  ■ 7 ''v:

*M«. •• I*'-I■ ' ^I^^  :? !v/' s\ ' ; •

schedule 111 are deemed oecewary should be 
first made acceptable to them/*

map 3 % fatik vm : i»  % «$•-
■’ ■>» ■ <m■ ~ .. •*. ■■m ■ ' ■ jyx' I— •. .i««.' -V.1. ■ .

'W W ;S : ’finnf *P WTF?r w  fw ijw #
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SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 
(Burdwan) :  Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir. I 
would like to make my submission on some 
of my amendments, particularly, Amend-
ment Nos. 34, 44 and 45 so far as they deal 
with tbe proposed Section 18 FA.

The hom. Minister in his opening speech 
and also in bis reply, anticipating the argu-
ments, and submissions that would be made 
on the proposed amendments, said that the 
proposed amendments may be violative of 
article 31A of the constitution. This is 
the only reason that has been given.............

you wilt kindly go to the proviso to the 
proposed sub section (2) of Section 18FA, 
what my amendment seeks to do is to delete 
tbe proviso because the time* limit has already 
been prescribed in Section 18FA (1) and (2), 
What I have proposed is that it is not neces-
sary to fix a final time-li nit as in the 
proviso because initial time-limit is already 
provided and the court has been given 
powers. This is the power which has been 
given to the court, not to the Government. 
Under Proviso to sub-section (2) tims may be 
extended further by court. Therefore, it will 
not violate article 31A of the constitution. 
The only reason that has been put forward 
is that it will violate article 31A of the 
constitution. That does not stand to reason. 
I submit that when the intention, as has been 
explained that it is also to be applicable for 
greater employment, for securing employ-
ment, in the undertaking which is to be 
taken over, these amendments should be 
accepted.

THE PRIME MINISTER, MINISTER 
OF ATOMIC ENERGY, MINISTER OF 
ELECTRONICS, MINISTER OF HOME 
AFFAIRS AND MINITER OF INFORMA-
TION AND BROADCASTING
(SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI) .* Sir, 
I heard that the House was excited about 
some news. There is no such news. I 
thought 1 would just share with the House 
what we have................

AN HON. MEMBER : She can make it 
a little later. Many of the Members are in 
the Central Hall and they are coming.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: All right.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE : Sir, 
OH of the proposed objects of this legisla-
tion is to provide employment and providing 
employment for the workmen is one of the 
matters of public interest, what my amend-
ment seeks to do is to make clear in Section 
I t  FA that one of the objects for taking over 
tin  i*a«ia#omem will be to provide employ- 
tfettt to the workmen of the undertaking, 
itow ft can violate article I t A of the Cousti* 
tettanh** not beenexplaiaed.

Then, I come to the other amendments 
which I am pressing very much. They are 
amendments 44 and 45, regarding the two 
lines 30 and 34 on page 5, clause 6. These 
deal with the taking over of the industry and 
the employment that the workers will have 
after the undertakings have been taken over. 
It has been provided—my hon friend, Mr. 
Bade, also pointed out—that tbe employees 
that are to be taken over, but who #ilt be 
taken over has not been specified. It hat 
been left entirely to the discretion Of the 
Government to take back into employment 
some of the employees or not. It is also 
provided that these employees taken aver 
will be deemed to have entered into a new 
contract of service. I would say that they 
should be given all the benefits of their past 
employment and they should not be treated 
as having entered employment employment 
for the first time missing sill the past 
benefits.

I  will continue later on.

SHRIMATI INDIRA ;GANDI*I>;i  

." Now»*hehon. Mmtster also «*jd; titfift A
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mo that the hon. Members were very anxious 
to hear whatever We did know. So, I 
thought that 1 should come and share the 
little piece of information that we have.

We heard a short while ago that one of 
our columns entered into Dacca at 10.48 
hours this morning and Maj. Gen. Mohd. 
Jamshed of the 36th Division has surren-
dered, This is just flash news. We have 
received no details yet. 1 shall make a 
statement to Parliament when we hear 
anything further.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : To-day,
Madam Prime Minister ?

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: I
said, when we hear anything further.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE : 
The other amendment on which [ wish to 
make some submission and which is a very 
important amendment is amendment No. 
46. This is a provision in the Bill which has 
been opposed by all sections of the House 
including the Treasury Benches.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Order please 
Hon. Members may kindly go out as quietly 
as possible. Let us continue the business.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE ; It 
is very important to note that neither in his 
opening speech nor in the Statement of 
Objects and Reasons, it has been said as to 
what Is the necessity of incorporating such a 
provision. It will amount to the denial of all 
the cherished rights, some of the rights 
which have bacn earned by the working 
class after long struggle. The only reason 
in reply tbe supposed reason put forward by 
the hon Minister is that for the purpose of or 
derly management it may be necessary to stop 
the operation of some of these somewhat be- 
beneficial legislations for the employees, He has 
taken pains to refer to some of the State 
legislations as if to justify this anti-labour 
Stand which it being taken in the proposed 
Bill. But if you deny these little rights 
which the workers have got for themselves, 
how can you get the co-operation of these 
.^n^dyee* 't-v-Itor'■.*»» you maxhais? the 
production if: yon take this stand ? The 
industrial nrafttheroarmgeraent of which is 
ttken over wiH be put in difficulties. Ho*

will the application of the Minimum Wages 
Act possibly affect the proper working of the 
undertaking the management of Which is 
taken over ? Merely referring to some 
analogies which may or may not be justified 
does not justify the Government to make 
all sorts of draconian legislation.

It has been rightly said that it is a retro-
grade measure. It has been opposed by the 
working class and all the political parties 
inluding some of the hon. Members in the 
Treasury Benches themselves.

Nobody has supported it. We should 
keep the minumum rights of the emloyees 
which have been guaranteed under various 
statudes. Merely saying that it will apply 
in exceptional cases will not do. We are 
not carried away by such assurances. Tb«y 
have been given in the past.They have not been 
complied with. We are not anamoured of 
Government assurances. We strongly oppose 
this provision. Then we come to page 6, 
lines 7 to 12. We want this to be deleted. 
This amendment is serial No. 50, at page 7. 
This deals with Chapter 3 A (C) relating to 
proposed reconstruction of companies going 
into liquidation. In sub-clause (2) of section 
18FD reasons have been put forward for the 
Government to reconstitute or prepare a 
scheme for reconstituting. It is stated here, 
in the interest of the general public, in the 
interest of shareholders proper, management 
of the company owning the industrial uner- 
taking etc. The workers’ interests are cons-
picuously absent. That is why we say that 
this clause should be amended. For the 
purpose of providing employment a scheme 
for reconstruction may be drawn up. That 
will be in the public interest and it wilt not 
violate any of the provisions of the Consti-
tution and this is what the Minister seems 
to have been advised though I am sure he- 
does not himself agree with the advice.

There is another amendment at No, 51. 
This is a case of faulty drafting. It says, 
no such scheme shall be prepared in relation 
to a company which is being owned, etc. etc. 
The'proposed section l8(FF)refers to « scheme 
Which has to be placed before the court; bat 
this proviso says, no scheme shall be pre-
pared until it is being sanctioned by the court 
TM* creates an anomaly. No tcheme ifc

■ prtH^ed ontil tbe court4 w aetkfotft. .•"■■■ This 
is really an anomalous position. Wh*t {
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{Shri Somttath Chat ter jee]

suggest ii this, that the scheme may be pre-
pared by the Government, it need not be 
pat into operation until it is sanctioned by 
the court, like the schemes under Sections 
391, 394 ctc. of the Companies Act. It is 
only a case of bad drafting.

Regarding the amendment at Serial No. 
57, this relates to Government taking over 
or purchasing an undertaking. This is sub-
section 6 or 7 of 18 (FF). The employees 
of the undertakings should continue in emp-

loyment under the terms and cond# 
tions which are already existing. Therefore, 
it will be a reconstructed company 
which is either purchased by the 
Government or sold to some other concern 
or company, but that should continue to 
employ tbe workers already there, and 
there should not be any retrenchment. This 
is the least of which the workers can be 
assured, and we are pressing our amend-
ments in this regard.

As regards amendment* Nos. 58, 59 and 
(SO, they deal with continuation of the 
^employees who are already there on the 
same lines as before. Under tbe proposed 

. legislation, it is laid down that the Govern- 
roent will continue in employment such 
of those employees as the Central Govern-
ment may specify. This leaves open the 
door of discrimination and picking and 

.titoosing without any rational basis being 
laid down in the statute, by some adminis-
trator or some under-secretary or some 
authorised officer, of some employees whom 
they Mice. There is no basis laid down. So, 
there would be picking and choosing without
• proper basis. Therefore, I would submit

.that it is necessary in the interests of the 
/proper management and proper industrial 
eo-operation between labour and manage-
ment that the worker* should be given an 
asturaace that they will continue in employ- 
meat a* before.

request the hon. Minister to deaf with »y  
submissions and indicate the mind pf 
Government in regard to these amendments.

«ft TrvrciR : swsrer
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I do not wish to take up the time of 
the House; In elaborating my amendments 

■' any further. X am placing all tbe amend- 
meat* that I hiv? moved for the considera- 
tlon of the $■<*&»?* particularly amendments 

^Noi. J8 44, 45, 46, and 57? 58, 5> and flO, f  
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SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I thought 
the hon. Minister at least knew the common 
saying that you can force a man to go to a 
place at an appointed time, and you can 
force him to go through certain muscular 
movements, but you cannot force him to 
put his heart at the work. If he had known 
this saying, he would have been a much 
better man for us today. In the older days, 
when tbe Britishers wanted to keep alive the 
zamindars, whenever tbe zamindars bad 
mismanaged the zamindari, they used to 
take it over under the court of wards to 
keep the zamindari system and the feudal 
system alive. This particular clause which 
we are dealing with at the moment is an 
atrocious one and it shows that Government 
are anxious to keep the industrialists alive 
as owners of these assets.

But do they not realise that an industry 
minus the workers is no industry at all 7 
Ajw they thinking in terms of giving a 
lesser coat of paint or a shade of paint or 
giwaap less in quantity? Why is the axe 
falling so heavily on the workers ? An 
industry without workers will be like a 
temple without the deity. It is very painful 
for us to facc such a Bill where the axe 
has fallen so heavily on the workers. I

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: With ragacd 
to amendment No. 20 and amendment No. 
68, I have just given a slightly modified 
form for the sake of grammatical elegence. 
The substance is the same. In amendment 
No. 20, it is like this:

''Page 12, line 13, after “ to the com-
pany’, insert ‘to the registered trade 
union, if any, of which the employees of 
the company are members” .

This is a slight modification only for 
grammatical elegence.

Then in amendment No. 68 : 
“ Page 12. line 18, fo r  ’company and 
from’ substitute ‘company’ from tbe 
registered trade unions of which the emplo-
yees of the company are members and 
from” .

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKBR : If the 
Minister accepts the spirit of this, these 
can later be put to the House. Meanwhile, 
he may reply to the arguments.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU-
DHURY: i will first take the amendment 
of Shri Ramavatar Shastri. His language 
this time is all right, but it is put in a 
place which if acceptd may have the 
meaning that we will take those of the 
industries which are producing articles or 
class of articles related to the scheduled 
industries needed by the general public 
other than industrialists or their agents who 
require tbem. That means we can take 
only those industries which are not consu-
med by the industrialists or their agents 
connected thereto. I cannot accept it. It to 
put in here 'needed by the general public' 
to which this suffix is added * other than 
industrialists or their agents who may be 
connected with the undertaking'. That 
means we can take the industry needed by 
tbe general public but not needed by those 
of the industrialists. There can be a case 
where some goods or other is needed by 
even a defaulting industry..

canoot conceive of an industry without the 
.;;w#rter». Let the Minister at least come 
v<towh'*nd accept our amendments, ■.;

■ Jwve been coyerefby
mycoUeague, p-t

SHRI RAMAVATAR SAHSTRIr It is 
•aid ‘wherever it occurs in the Bill’.

... SHRI MOINUL
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[Shri Moiaul Haque Cboudhory]
Now I come to Shri Badc’s aracdment 

No. 24.

Sir, this clause refers to the undertak-
ings which are in liquidation and as soon as 
undertaking is under liquidation, by the 
process of taw, employees will be unemployed. 
This is one situation, because, if it is in the 
liquidation process, the court has allowed it 
to do a limited amount of business for the 
beneficial winding up. There will be a 
limited number of employees. Some of 
them will not be in employment. That is 
why the words used here are ‘'former 
employees." It is not the present euployees. 
You will find in the third line of sub-clause 
(9) that the word used are, “ may employ
such of the former employees......" It is
not the present employees. The former em-
ployee who had already got themselves 
discharged or whose services have already 
been terminated are the employees who 
Should be given preference. That is cur idea.

SHRI R. V. BADE ; If they have 
gone in liquidation and if tbe liquidation 
proceedings are not complete, and you have 
taken tbe industry in your hand, what will 
be the future of those employees 7

SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOU- 
DHURY : I am coming to that. Therefore, 
it relates to the former employees who had 
•heady been discharged or whose services 
had already been terminated. If they are 
to be taken, there must be a fresh contract. 
Without a fresh contract, they enter the com-
pany because in the mean-time many of them 
might have entered some other company and 
might have gone to some other vocation 
and might have taken up some other job. 
I t  cannot be presumed otherwise. There 
are companies which are closed for three 
years in this country. So, if you say that 
the man should be given tbe continuous 
benefit, that is not possible. The words 
used are, “ former employees/*

SHRI R. V. BADE : What about the 
fate of their seniority, provident fund 
claims and other things ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOU- 
DHURY : Letme be allowed to complete 
my point. It relates to the former emplyees. 
I  am answering the first point. SO, the
former employees shoutd be given p fe l^ W

and a fresh contract of service will be given. 
Now, it depends on the condition of the 
company, the number of jobs and the terms 
that can be offered to the people, etc. As 
1 have said, depending on the condition of 
the company, we will be required to suspend 
the operation of some law, suspend 
payment of the debts....

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : There 
will be a great temptation on the part of 
the industrialists today to have a temporary 
closure and get into your hands and go out 
again and get rid of the workers. Where 
is the precaution that you take ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : In odcr to have no temptation 
for the industrialists, this Bill provides— 
need not repeat it that th industrial 
undertaking need not be going back to that 
industrialist. It is reconstructed; or it is 
liquidated. These are the provisions. 
Therefore, it is no use repeating certain 
things which are not germane to the situa-
tion or wich are fallacious.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : You are 
constantly misleading' the House. You are 
very brilliant at that.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : I am sorry. Nobody is trying 
to mislead the House.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : You are 
doing it.

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : Coming to the question of 
labour, Shri Somnath Chat terjee probably 
did not hear me fully. I did net give only 
article 31 (A) as my reasoning. I said some-
thing more also. (Interruption) that Is 
one of the rearsons,and that come last of all.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJBE : 
Clause 18 FA to which I have given my 
amendment only deals: with the companies 
being wound up. The previous Act did 
not deal the companies. IS A is for a 
completely different sot of situation. 
Therefore, there w}}l h $ n o  anomaly with 
the «xi»tin* 1*W, " ' .
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SHRI MOINUL HAQUB CHOU- 
DHURY : I gave other reasons also. 1 
said the basic principle or the concept with 
which the main Act was passed related to 
production and the general good of the 
public. So, I have already covered those 
points.

About the point made by Shri Stephen 
that when a company is reconstituted and 
a sch me is made for that, labour should be 
associated. I fully agree with him. 1 concede 
that this was an omission. As a result of the 
reconstitution of a company or formulation 
of a scheme, people will be affected; 
labour is one of the parties affected. It is 
only proper that they should be 
heard and their views should also be taken 
into consideration while the views of the 
company shareholders and creditors are taken 
inio consideration. That is why I am 
prepard to accept those two amendments 
of his. Only, there will be some drafting 
changes. The hon. Deputy Speaker has 
alaready permitted them; they are the same 
words but they will be put in a different 
place in the same clause; the spirit is the 
same.

Objection has been taken that even 
preparation of schemes cannot be done. 
What is intended in the section is that the 
seheme should be prepared after taking the 
permission of the court. That is our 
intention.

The changed amendment which have I 
accepted will be like this. Mr. Stephen in 
his amendment No. 20 suggested that it 
should come at the end of sub-para 3 on 
page 12. Instead I am suggesting that it 
should come at the second line after the 
word 'company** that is, line 13 on page 12, 
after the word “ to the company”, the word* 
“ to the registered trade unions, if any, of 
which the employees of the company am 
members** This is only transposition of 
(hat, nothing more than that , so that it will 
avoid any confusion in future.

The next amendment is a consequen-
tial amendment consequential to the accep-
tance of the amendment in sub-clause 3 . In 
(b) also be suggested originally ah amead- 

' menttocome at the end M  the sentence

and we are suggesting that in line IS on 
page 12 for "company and from*’ these 
words should be substituted ; “company, 
from the registered trade unions, if any, of 
which the employees of the company are 
members and from'*. The substance is the 
same.

MR. DEPUTY -SPEAKER : It creates 
great procedural difficulties. The modified 
amendments submitted to me by Mr. Ste-
phen reads something different from what 
you have read just now. Why cannot you 
settle on an amendment on ‘ which you 
are agreed ?

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH- 
URY : li is already agreed ...{Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : There is 
some procedural irregularity. Mr. Stephen 
has submitted to me modified amend-
ments after he has said that the Govern-
ment had accepted his amendment. And as 
a very special case, I have accepted these 
amendments, and they are before me. I 
shall read them when they are taken up. 
But they will have to send some wording 
in which they are agreed.

The question is :

Page 12, line 13, -

a fte r"to the company** i»- 
s e r t •

"to the registered trade union, 
if any, of which the employ-
ees of the company are mem-
bers” (20, as modified)

The motion was adopted.

MR. DEPUTY-SPBAKBR ; The
question is :

Page 12, line 18—

fo r  “company and from” 
substitu te-

"company, from the regis-
tered trade unions of Which
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the employees of the company 
are members and from" (68. 
os modified)

The motion was adopted

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I shall now 
put all the other amendments to clause 6.

Amendments Nos. 24, 23, 38 to 62, 
66 and 69 to 73 were put and negatived.

MR. DE P UTY'SPEAKER ; The ques* 
tion is :

“ That Clause 6, as amended, 
stand part of Bill.’*

The motion was adopted. 

Oau.se 6, as amended, was 
added to the Bill

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The ques-
tion is :

“That Clause 7 stand part of the 
BUI."

The motion was adopted. 

Clausa 7 was added to the Bill. 

Cla us e  8 -  (Insertion of new section 

29 /).)

NHt. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Clause 8.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: I beg to 
1 move :

Pace 14, line, 8 -

ajter “debts,” in*ert~

“other than debts due to its 
employees, ”  (63)

MR. DEPUTY'SPEAKER; I put amend-
ment No. 63 to the House.

Armndment No, K was put and *iê

MR. DEPUTY-SPBAKBR : Th» ques-
tion is :

"That clause 8 stand part of the 
Bill.” .

The motion was adopted. 

Clause 8 was added to the 
Bill. 

Clause 9 was added to the 
Bill.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Mr. Ste-
phen is not moving any of his amend- 
ments.

So, I will put the remaining clauses 
together.

Th« question is ;

'•That clauses 10 and 11, 
clause 1, the Enacting] Formula 
and the Title stand part of tbe 
Bill.”

The motion was adopted• 
Clauses io and II, Clause 
1, the Enacting Formula 
and the Title were added 
to the Bill

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOUDH-
URY : I beg to move :

“ That the Bill, as amended, be 
passed”.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Motion mo-
ved :

"That the Bill, as amended, to  
passed*', ■ ‘ -

W*r
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f t ? r r  ft  « r t r  s s r  %  t it  f * f ,  f c r  v t

3 R f f T ? p t * f a :  v t f f a n f i n i f  Ht
irsjf «rc ■ar̂ TT q ^ r  f t 1 > f  srar ft 

w w w  a r e  |  g ft * x v m i q ft  

S ft* t* R r t i t v m  w k  ft *$ r&  
m < r  f t ,  ^  v t  f w  s m r  t ^ r t  s t r t  

fa fn ; % z  w  v r ^*enrt*rt ft i r̂«ff %* 
^ $ R r n r  * p * * p f t  f * r f * T S .i  s f t  a r^ r

■i®f'll?Pisr v i  i^vvrnr vndFrr ft % 
m  ft i q?P m  t o t  f*m  «i?t »ft 

. ..m  *<  M r  n * r r  w . i  « p f f  m  v m  t

ttrt^PF ^  ^  a f a  1T3PP W R  t |»  

^  ^  i m  t  w  % vrs!T

; i  ' m , m t  i  
: t  mm ^  wifisrcfWy

ift%®ft v $  w t  i

f & f i m  ^  ^
ft I eft ^  f*T5ff ^t, ^  IJt

^  ^  % f ^  w r  sfr qffijft 

ft, s rfw r c  ?r ft, *r? ?rt s ra  f ^ r f ^ r  

^  ft I W  f%T5Tf%T% t  ?ttT t̂ *P ^ t ^ e s t

ft f«rr % *r/nfarv t̂rrr aft *m 
**x t |  ft w  ^ t  ^ r r ^  ^  «Ptf«?Rr ^Stfax$ 
crrf̂ p ^tt??t >ft , * r ^  spt vr*r vfr 

^ t  ? n ^ r^ T r  ^

^ f t f t  i t o  ? f k ? r ? t r f N f f f  ^ t  
f t « r f ? r  t  ? f t  t f k  ^ f t  ^ r ^ f t  f t  i

%f^T ¥̂TTt cfT  ̂amr IT^tlr $  irfV- 
«FRf q r  f ^ n : r w  mx ft i fa q  

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T « T T f t r 3 r p r  5rnr?ft%^ft 

^R ^ rrs r  v r  rih: ^ r t» r  ^  ft 

v r  i ̂ r  ^  s f t  ft fwr «rrr ^ T f  %

?rfwRf qft % ft i JTf ssnrr
W  f̂ F 5ST»R SFR̂ TFTT ft STTrTT 
ft, t  «Tf% *t, fTPT ^
ft»T * 3% ^  f?RT it
arr'T ?rt %f^R ^ r  Ht tit *fhpft
«ft, ^ r  ^  5ft faw t «ff sfNt^n

«̂ t qr ^f’ftfc^t ’srrcK ?rf%?r ?rr snf«rt? *®s 
^t, Vi 5r«rnr % «rrr ^Rrvt r̂f̂ rar w r r  

ft srftr M  fr ar$rar ^  i

5f t*Tf ^t  3rf*^%rtfr*r$f g»rr | ^  

?ft^r % «rfsRriTf ^  Iwr | « r rn rw  % 
*Tf ^sftw ift'ftr ^  m% 3

?r? vnr ̂  it tit *<*%k
frwpir *r*r ^*rr «rn% sr^TFt #

ftnc «n? «r^rr *®f : « rn ^
^ ^ ■ ^ . '? ( # : - W r  ?| ft i %tr $tim
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**S *r$f^rr *nfl& tfh:5r$?ft »rftft 
^T3r> «Fhc ^rraft, * t

3t Tt»rr i ?n t Sr i ^er*t

v f t s 't  $f q f r o  *r *t t  $Wt  i srergrarre 

>̂t  t̂ pct  3r *ft»r f  vrfspT ?nrr»r*rT3r

w ^t t , |  i n̂rrsrarT̂ r «pt

*nr«TR ?ft *nr|T ?>tt gtft
<r  wrrr f  5RT*rr?r

*rfa?PRlr vx  sr’fsT ^rrrnrr f  i ^ r  

5gtw ^  *rk *rfasr % «rf«M? * fa v R

?  *rrf% ^  5EHTF fa  ?*TRT ^PRSTRT 

iPTRT $if *qTCT % 3STRT S^PTT TXtTT
t  * fa  fcr apt fa irer % t t ?# <r  %

t o t  % i r̂rf^q: % sWf srraf wtft sr«r 
sn«r * 3 , ^TT^r% %% % r̂r«r *t t «t  *rsr^0r 

*R ^ T T  5T ®P?, ^Rrt»t *ra^ «R, *T$t *RT

fH tw  |  I

•ft mrc. «ft. * f  (s n ti ta )  : gft

«rw ?> t?t | f ins ?ft irar^f wt arf̂ r 
* r  w t r  w r c  3tt |  i w-jfr ?rcr *t$ 

«rr, st w t  ^ r r  $  f a  aft fo p  fas^r §, 

gft 'f a w f tw  *r ^  n$ t  ^rspt f*r Sf t t  
|  *ftr far* % s t̂ ĵ; *R»rr 

t ,  3 ? r o r  3r?Rr ^  § *rfa?r ^  

5&T*<ft |  %fa?t

^ t w r  t  ^  3*foraf?r*f * tt f t€ r« r  

t  ̂  %fa?T v fa l fw 'f  spf yfirgM faltf 
*wt 1 1  3  f w  |  f a  «ft y w < t

sn o rts  «p*v, sw rfa

»ifatt ^ft T*r%»ft *$ «r^ 
3r i ^  ^  0

f a t  | ,  ^fr% w«r w t % w k  

^ t f ^ T  f w r ^  n f t  vsm, ^  

*Mt ’T ^ T  % m^»T % ’r p  1 1

fa *?  fp r ^ r  |  ̂ r  ^ t e ^ t

*Frc?r f^r^r | ,  ^  n art ^ r r

I ,  1 #  % ^T  ?t t

's&wt ’P t  fm  f » ^ r  |

^T t  S f t  3TTt t  ?rt p R  %

^  rr^RT ^  I  3fk 3fr fgRTJft

^  « r f t  ^ ct t  |  ^  ^r?rr ?rfr 

’p r  ?ft ^ n r^ T  t o t  | ,  f a r  ^  ^ t ? r >  

( s t r )  5? s n f i m  f t  t o t  |  a f k  

^ F X  W  f*T^T 5r 5TI%

^  ^>t5tt 1 1  ■ t̂Vtft #  ^cft ftrw

*R t^ r  ^ t  n f  i ^ r %  * r * R

>T̂ ff t  I 5ft ^  ^cTT i  fa  I f t t  ^ t  

«TT??rr?R § f a  «piNrfoff ^ t

% 3t?ct*t?t sntfnr eft s^wft ?rnr r̂ 
^f»r « f t r  O T t  ^ P T f ^ ^ r  ^r g fjf , ^ r ^ t  

^rf^RT j p f e ^  * n ^ ,  cf r̂ eft ^  f ^ r  itm 
t  sr?rf ^  t o  «t r t  spt jt t  «pt

*Pi?Tt " R  v R V R T  |  (

SHRI MOINUL HAQUE CHOU- 
DHURY : Sir, I can assure the hon. Mem* 
ben tbat it is not the intention of tb« Govern-
ment to penalise labour. We are trying to 
to retrieve from tbe difficult position to 
which we we there today as a result of the 
closure of a large number of industries. We 
will do our utmost to see that they aw not 
unnecessarily put to difficulties. I sty 
once again that we will do our utmost to 
see diat whoever possible we do not tin* 
pend the provisions of the laws which will 
shrink the benefits that are being given to 
the labour. It is only wtore it inevitable in 
a particular circumstance that we will do so 
and that too for the mioitaum period of 

-■
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14 hr*.

I agree with the feelings of the hon. 
Member. Shri Shastri about the mismanage-
ment done by a large number of industries 
and some industrialists. That is why we 
have tried to plug the loopholes of the earlier 
Act, and that is why we have made these 
provisions so that whenever any company is 
under liquidation we will be able to take it 
over and make that a good company. After 
that we will not return it back to him as a 
prize but will reconstruct that company and 
sell it to somebody else.

All these are penal measures against 
such kind of mismanagement and inefficient 
management. 1 hope, the hon. Members 
will agree with us that there is the good 
intention to penalise people who will be 
mismanaging the affairs of companies or who 
will be misappropriating the funds of compa-
nies. I, once again, assure the Members 
that we will administer this law passed by the 
House with the utmost consideration and 
sympathy for labour.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKBR : The ques-
tion i s :

“That the Bill, as amended, be passed.’' 

The motion was adopted.

14.02 tore.

/^.STATUTORY RESOLUTION ON
DELHI ROAD TRANSPORT LAWS 

XAMENDMENT) ORDINANCE 
AND DELHI ROAD 

TRANSPORT LAWS 
(AMENDMENT) BILL

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The House 
wilt now take up Statutory Resolution disap-
proving the Ordinance and the Delhi Road 
Transport ( Laws) Amendment Bill.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Diamond 
Harbour); Sir, I rise on a point of 
order. Rale €9(1) reads as follows:

the clauses involving expenditure and 
shall also give an estimate of the recur* 
ring and non-recurring expenditure in-
volved in case the Bill is passed into 
law. ”

Here, we have a Financial Memorandum 
all right. But in this Financial memorandum 
what is lacking is a clear es'imate of recur-
ring and non-recurring expenditure. Therefore 
if this Bill is taken into consideration with-
out that will be irregular.

THE MINISTER OF PARLIAMEN-
TARY AFFAIRS AND SHIPPING AND 
TRANSPORT (SHRI RAJ BAHADUR) : 
It is not physically possible to indicate 
an exact amount. The recommendation 
is there in specific terms. The budget 
is passed from year to year, from period 
to period......

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : May I
invite the attention of the House to Rule 69 
(1) again 7 It says :

“A Bill involving expenditure shall 
be accompanied by a financial memo-
randum which shall invite particular 
attention to the clauses involving 
expenditure and shall also give an 
estimate of the recurring and non-
recurring expenditure involved in case 
the Bill is passed into law. ”

You cannot violate this rule. It clearly 
says that without showing an estimate of 
recurring and non-recurring expenditure 
involved, the Bill cannot be taken into con-
sideration. In spite of that, if it is taken 
into consideration, that will be quite 
irregular.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR . May I read 
the Financial Memorandum itself ?

SHRI R.V. BADE (KHARdONE): He 
has not given an actual figure. He can give 
at least some figure that this mud) will be 
recurring expenditure and this much wiH be 

. non-recurring expenditure, (Interruptions)

SHRI RAJ BAHDUR May iM rifcat 
necessary precaution Jut beta taken

**A BIU involving expenditure shall be 
accompanied by a financial memorandum 
wkiefc shall la^ite par Ocular a^tentkm to


